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Abstract 

The aim of this research is to identify important wetlands in maintaining and supporting various 

ecological or biological interactions in the Nakdong river basin in South Korea and to examine 

how the functioning of the wetland system has changed between 1995 and 2015. All wetlands 

were defined by their role in the network structure and by their spatial hierarchy based on 

dividing the wetlands into various sub-regions (communities) on the basis of their mutual 

interactions. Then, the wetland network was better understood by simply expressing dynamics 

by summarising nodes and edges. In this, wetlands that are important to network maintenance 

were extracted. There was a considerable difference between the wetlands extracted based on 

the network analysis and the ones that are currently designated as wetland conservation zones 

in South Korea. These results show how analysing wetland as a spatial network gives 

policymakers insight into the holistic functioning of all wetlands within the system, and how 

this can be used as an alternative way to identify important wetlands for preserving. 
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1. Introduction 

Natural or artificial wetlands, are complex hydrological and ecological systems, which function 

as a kind of network. Each wetland works in combination with other wetlands as part of a 

complex integrated system, meaning no wetland exists by itself. Between wetlands there are 

flows of water, species movement, spatial processes and so forth that connect wetlands. 

Because of the interactions that occur between many of the wetlands in a wetland network, and 

the feedbacks between processes and form that can occur, a change in one or more individual 

wetland (change in size or loss) can lead to potentially reconfiguring of the whole system. 

However, most previous research to study wetlands as a network have tried to connect wetlands 

for a specific purpose. For example, a wetland network was constructed by encoding the edges 

with the dispersal distances for the purpose of considering specific wetland-dependent species 

(Tulbure, Kininmonth and Broich, 2014) or for measuring variation in dispersal ability between 

wetlands with varying separations (Wright, 2010). These approaches might not be 

inappropriate in order to understand complex dynamics in geographical space. As wetlands are 

places where enhance interaction and emerge new links (Rozenblat and Melançon, 2013) by 

performing various processes simultaneously, it is needed to explore how these wetlands 

interact through combinations with other wetlands in the whole ecosystems. 

An important assumption we have from a geographical perspective is that changes in wetlands, 

which rely heavily on internal and external relationships with other wetlands, result from an 

ecosystem under human pressure (Opdam, Verboom and Pouwels, 2003) and that changes in 

one part will influence the dynamics of the whole ecosystem (Green 1994a). In the case of 

South Korea, it has been reported that approximately 20.4% of wetlands have experienced 

decrease in size over the last two decades, threatening diverse wetland species (Ministry of 

Environment of the Republic of Korea, 2014). To tackle this problem we argue that, adopting 

a network approach is required in order to detect important changes in the configuration of 

wetland networks, rather than seeing wetlands as discrete individual entities. 

The problem we address is that wetlands are being removed and degraded in South Korea. But 

environmental planners need ways to analyse and understand the effects of these individual 

changes on the wetland network as a whole system. To assist them, we explore how the analysis 

of the spatial network using various methods might allow them to identify important wetlands, 
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according to their different functions. 

The aim of this research is to identify important wetlands in maintaining and supporting various 

ecological or biological interactions in the Nakdong river basin in South Korea and to examine 

how the functioning of the wetland system has changed between 1995 and 2015. The wetland 

ecosystem is a complex network. Understanding individual wetlands from the perspective of 

networks can provide insights into the functioning of complex systems, which in turn might 

help managers of wetland systems make more informed decisions about wetland conservation 

and management. 

2. Spatial network approach to wetlands 

Recent relational thinking of space takes a place into account interdependence with other places 

rather than isolated identity (Massey, 2006; Cresswell, 2012), meaning “all places are made in 

horizontal space by their connections, their role in networks that spread across the globe 

(Cresswell, 2012, p222)”. 

The interdependencies of these places can be understood through interactions among places 

(Murdoch, 2005; Cresswell, 2012). Interactions are key elements for understanding spatial 

systems (Batty, 2003), which can be represented by spatial network where nodes are related to 

spatial locations, and the edges represent the interactions between nodes. This interaction can 

be based on the idea that being close is more closely related than being distant, which is known 

as the “first law” of geography (Tobler, 1970). 

As we see wetland areas as places, and focus more on the interactions between these wetlands, 

it is less important, and also quite difficult for all their direct physical connections to be 

explicitly represented. Thinking about the many interactions (e.g. dispersal) or uses of wetlands 

by animals such as endangered otters, dragonflies, birds; we can realise that these patterns of 

interactions between wetlands often happen in ways that are not simply related to the direct 

physical connections between wetlands. This means a wetland may be well connected with 

respect to one process, but not with respect to another. We need to be able to capture this 

interaction between wetlands using more subtle ways than just using the direct physical 

hydrological connection by river channels. 

Discussion of networks have usually underestimated internal spatial differentiation (Sheppard, 
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2002), meaning positional or geographic information related to vertical relationships are 

relatively ignored than topological information between locations. This is because the network 

traverses space rather than covers it (Leitner, 2004; Marston, Jones III and Woodward, 2005; 

Cresswell, 2012). However, it is also important to consider the vertical relationship in order to 

organise interactions in many scale. 

Consequently, in order to combine the benefits of both topology and geography (position), we 

propose that each wetland should be defined by structural attributes (topological relation) and 

spatial heterogeneity (spatial relation) in order to understand the importance and functioning 

of each wetland in the ecosystem as a whole. 

3. Research design 

3.1 Research question 

 Can a variety of spatial network representations of wetland areas enable us to more 

effectively identify wetland sites that are most important for maintaining a well-

connected network? 

 Is it possible to identify major changes not just in wetland number or extent but also 

possible differences in interactions and functions by comparing the spatial network 

configuration over time? 

In order to achieve these goals, we need to apply methods of analysis to determine for example, 

the role of individual nodes in the network. Even though topological information can define 

the role of each node in a network, because this is a spatial network (i.e. it has a real world 

geography), we should also consider how each wetlands spatial influence, may relate to 

geographical factors such as location or size of the wetland, as well as the topology. These 

geographic factors can influence where various interactions take place in a network at different 

scales. Thus, there is a specific need for understanding the hierarchical structure of wetlands as 

these guide many patterns of interactions. This internal spatial hierarchy can be derived by 

analysing the spatial relations between wetlands and how they comprise different communities. 

For these reasons, the position of wetland in a network needs to be understood in both (a) a 

horizontal and also (b) in a vertical way. For (a) we calculate the global role of each node 

(wetland) and for (b) we calculate the internal spatial hierarchy of each community, both of 
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these are based on firstly deriving sub-regions (or communities) within the overall wetland 

network. The existence of communities allows us to characterize each wetland’s global role, 

based on its pattern of intercommunity and intracommunity connections, which define how the 

node is positioned within its own community and with respect to other communities. Knowing 

the role of each node in the network across multiple scales is of crucial importance which 

operates simultaneously across multiple scales (Bulkeley, 2005). This approach is based on the 

assumption that nodes (i.e. wetlands) with the same roles may be expected to have similar 

topological properties (Guimera and Amaral, 2005). For example, a node that is considered to 

be a hub, might have edges that carry a high weight, or simply have many connections to it. As 

well as being well connected, the size and nature of the individual wetland will also exert some 

influence. By considering both parts, we can understand that is possible for several small but 

well-connected wetlands to have equal or greater importance to the whole network than a single 

large, but poorly connected wetland, for example. 

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 Create a graph 

Working with purely spatial characteristics of entities, we might positively weight the 

interaction between two areal units by their respective areas and divide by the distance between 

their centres (O’Sullivan and Unwin, 2010). The weight of an interaction between nodes can 

reflect the degree of flow or the capacity of the joined nodes (O’Sullivan, 2014). In this research, 

it is assumed that there is no wetland that is separable with others, meaning every wetland can 

communicate with every other wetland through direct or indirect connections (Coon, Dettmann 

and Georgiou, 2012). At low density, the graph is disconnected and comprises many small 

clusters. At the percolation threshold, a giant cluster which contains a macroscopic fraction of 

nodes appears. 

Thus, in order to create a fully connected graph, Geographical threshold graphs, which combine 

aspects of Random Geometric Graphs and threshold graphs (Bradonji´, Hagberg and Percus, 

2007), was used. A threshold for the interaction was lower from the maximum interaction value, 

and two wetlands were connected if their interaction satisfied with a certain threshold. This 

process was done until there is no disconnected cluster, and this transition shows the minimum 

interaction value for a graph to be the giant component. A detailed explanation of the equation 

can be found in the technical report (Choi, 2018). 
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3.2.2 Community detection – find subsystems in complex network 

Numerous module determination methods are based on the intuitive picture identifying the 

network communities as dense groups of the network, whose nodes have a much stronger 

influence on each other than on the rest of the network (Kovács, Palotai, Szalay, & Csermely, 

2010). Sub-regions in the Nakdong basin in both years were detected based on this concept. 

There has been no optimised method for community detection, so in this study, Louvain 

algorithm, which is suitable for a large network (reference), was used to detect communities 

within a graph. 

3.2.3 Identifying the position of nodes in a network 

1) Classifying nodes into universal roles according to their pattern of within- and between-

module connection 

As it can be shown in Figure 1, the global roles can be divided into seven types according to z-

score (for intercommunity connections) and participation coefficient (for intracommunity 

connections). In this research, wetlands which have their role of non-hub connector (R3), 

provincial hub (R5) and hub connector (R6) were highlighted so that they are considered as 

important in the network in terms of structural aspect. Since provincial hub controls strong 

local interactions, knowing their information is of great importance in understanding the sub 

ecosystem. Since connectors are responsible for inter-community flows, it can be necessary to 

figure out their interaction pattern in order to understand the whole wetland network. 

Nodes with a central position in their communities, i.e., sharing a large weight of edges with 

the other group partners (R1, R2, R5), may have an important function of control and stability 

within the group. On the other hand, nodes lying at the boundaries between communities (R3, 

R6) play an important role in mediation and lead the relationships and exchanges between 

different communities. These nodes can act as bottleneck points in the network. 
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Figure 1 Roles and regions in the z‐P parameter space. “Nodes with z>=2.5 are classified as module hubs and 

nodes with z<2.5 as non‐hubs. Non‐hubs can be assigned into four different roles: (R1) ultra‐peripheral nodes; 

(R2) Peripheral nodes; (R3) non‐hub connector nodes; and (R4) non‐hub kinless nodes. Hub nodes can be 

assigned into three different roles: (R5) provincial hubs; (R6) connector hubs; (R7) kinless hubs” (Guimera and 

Amaral, 2005, p897). 

2) Spatial dominance relation 

In order to adopt the relational view, the method which Okabe & Sadahiro (1996) suggested 

was used to construct spatial hierarchy for each community so that local structures are revealed. 

It is based on the idea of spatial dominance, which allows constructing a tree for all the nodes 

which represent the various level of centers and their relations. A node becomes a local centre 

when its attribute is larger than the attributes of its neighbours. A detailed description of the 

procedure for spatial hierarchy is in (Choi, 2018). 

According to Bulkeley (2005), conceptualisation of scalar relations in hierarchical terms has 

tended to focus on “an arrangement according to relative importance or inclusiveness”. Based 

on this, the contribution of a node to its community was used as an attribute to derive the 

configuration of ranked points. In the aspect of spatial dominance, a wetland, which has a 

strong influence on its community due to its property, should occupy a higher rank. In this 

sense, the contribution metric can be useful in that it literally represents how much a node 

contributes to its own community by considering its weighted degree of neighbours which are 

within the same community than other nodes in the community. It would be interesting to figure 

out how topological information affects the aspects of spatial distribution. 

3.2.4 Uncovering overall dynamics 

As it is essential to maintain wetland network as a whole, it is needed to understand the pattern 
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of interactions within a network based on derived position. However, it might be difficult to 

obtain significant information from a large number of nodes and links. Therefore, it is needed 

to represent the network conveniently by summarising wetlands and their interactions. The 

detailed process the simplification of the interactions is described in technical report (Choi, 

2018). From the simpler form of network, some wetlands, which should be regarded as being 

important due to the fact that they have a key part in strong interactions in the network, were 

extracted. 

3.3 Study area 

The study area is the Nakdong River basin, consisting south-east part of the Korea peninsula 

being the second largest basin in Korea (23,384km2)1. The Nakdong River is the longest river 

in South Korea (510km), and the main tributaries consist of Banbyeoncheon, geumho River, 

Naeseongcheon, Hwang River, Nam River, Gamcheon, Miryang River, and Yangsancheon. 

There is a RAMSAR site, Upo marsh, which is the largest inland wetland in South Korea. It is 

expected that the networks between the two periods might show big differences due to the fact 

that there was a severe impact on this area due to dam construction and channel straightening 

along the Nakdong River (Korea, 2018). 

In order to figure 2 out the change in wetland network configuration over time, two years were 

selected: 1995 and 2015, the former, the period of which was before under official protection, 

the latter to represent the present situation. Since joining the RAMSAR Convention in 1997, 

wetlands in Korea have been officially protected under the Wetland Conservation Act by 

implementing periodic national wetland surveys. 

 

                                          
1 http://nationalatlas.ngii.go.kr/pages/page_180.php 
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Figure 2 Study area 

3.4 Data 

In this study, LANDSAT Satellite images obtained from the USGS for 1995 (November) and 

2015 (October), from which a wetness of the land was calculated. The official distribution of 

inland wetlands supplied as polygons (recent, undated) from National Wetlands Center in South 

Korea were overlain on both images (Table 1). To overcome this issue, the degree of wetness 

within the boundary of each wetland was calculated using the Landsat imagery for both dates 
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with a method suggested by Jones (2015) and used to detect a change in the area of each 

wetland in both years. Consequently, the area attributes were replaced by ‘the degree of 

wetness’, using processes described in the Technical Report (Choi, 2018). 

Table 1 Used data and its source 

Figure 3 shows the result of the degree of wetness for each wetland in each year. If the degree 

of a wetness is zero within the polygon boundary, then it is not considered as existing at that 

date. In summary, 433 and 404 wetlands were identified in 1995 and 2015, respectively. The 

mean value of the degree of wetness is 82042.67 and 75844.54 in 1995 and 2015, respectively. 

There are seven common wetlands that are included in top 10 in both years, namely YoungSoon 

wetland (490), PalHyeon wetland (366), NoWon wetland (224), DongPan reservoirs (331), 

Upo marsh (324), GeomAm wetland (198) and JooNam reservoirs (377). 

Data Type Source 

Landsat images (1995, 
2015) 

Raster USGS Earth explore 

Distribution of inland 
wetlands 

(contemporary but 
undated) 

Vector (polygon) National Wetlands Center in 
South Korea 
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Figure 3 Distribution of wetlands with area attribute which indicates the degree of wetness in each year. Eac

h wetland is represented as a centroid point. Wetlands that are included in top 10 are highlighted by red colour

. 490: YoungSoon wetland, 198: GeomAm wetland, 187: Banbyeoncheon second wetland, 224: NoWon wetland

, 366: PalHyeon wetland, 214: Geum river wetland, 377: HwangJeong wetland, 324: Upo marsh, 349: JooNam r

eservoirs,  331:  DongPan  reservoirs,  226:  DanMil  wetland,  267:  PoJin  wetland  and  37:  Sindang‐ri  river‐

channel wetland. 

3.5 Overall framework 

Flowchart for analysing the wetland network is shown in Figure 4. After preparing the data, 

the important wetlands from the perspective of global and local structures were uncovered by 

their assigned positions defined by a role and level in a network based on the community 

structures. Finally, the overall interactions were simplified by extracting strong interactions 

from connectors which work actively with communities or nodes, meaning their interactions 

are responsible for the overall interactions. 
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Figure 4 Overall framework of this study 
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4. Results 

Figure 5 displays the constructed wetland network of the Nakdong river basin in 1995 and 2015. 

First of all, the minimum thresholds of interaction for all wetlands to be fully connected in both 

years are 0.000195 and 0.000150 respectively. This means that the overall interaction density 

in 2015 have been lower than 1995 because less amount of interaction is required in 2015 for 

the graph to be fully connected. It can be seen that there are strong interactions between 

individual wetlands especially in the left-upper side, right-middle side, and bottom-centre part 

in both years. 

 

Figure  5  The  result  of wetland  interaction  network  in  1995  (A)  and  2015  (B).  Nodes  and  edges  represent 

wetlands and interactions, respectively. The size of node corresponds to the degree of wetness, and the width 

of edge corresponds to the strength of interaction between two wetlands. 

It is notable that even though the average degree of interaction is lower in 1995 than in 2015 

(Table 2), the average weighted degree is larger. This result shows that considering the weight 

(e.g. according to a size of neighbouring wetland) of edges might be necessary instead of 

considering simply the number of edges (other wetlands) that each node (wetland) has. 
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Table 2 Statistical description of the graph result. 

 
Number of 

node 
Number of 

edge Threshold Average degree 
Average 
weighted 

degree 

1995 433 9717 0.000195 44.88 0.0177

2015 404 9335 0.000150 46.21 0.0139

 

4.1 High-order topological structure – community detection 

When we first look at the wetland interaction graphs between two years (Figure 5), it is hard 

to detect a major difference in interactions between the wetlands between 1995 and 2015. 

However, analysis of the community structures revealed a significant change of pattern in 

interactions between wetlands over time, showing transformations of several sub-regions 

(Figure 6).  

The sub-regions are of great importance since interactions at a local scale can produce global 

effects, ultimately affecting the dynamics of whole ecosystems. Consequently, finding cohesive 

subgroups in the wetland network helps to obtain a better understanding of how wetlands 

interact as a whole. Therefore, community detection has been conducted in order to figure out 

how wetland ecosystem is organized into discrete subsystems. It is notable that the 

configuration of communities is different in both years. The Nakdong river (darker blue) passes 

through the centre of many communities in 1995 while the river tends to pass along the 

boundary of communities especially in the centre of the study area in 2015. This means that 

with the Nakdong river as the centre, the wetlands in those communities interacted cohesively 

in 1995, but this is no longer the case in 2015, with different communities emerging on each 

side of the river separately. 

The result shows that communities as dense groups can be changed significantly due to their 

mutual interactions as individual wetland areas change. Based on this structure, each wetland 

might have its position in network dependent upon the network pattern of intracommunity and 

intercommunity connections. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the position of each 

wetland within the overall community structure. 
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Figure  6  Community  structure  derived  from  topological  property  in  1995  (A)  and  2015  (B).  Each  node 

represents a location of wetland, and each colour corresponds to a community. Convex hulls are indicated in 

each community to make the boundary between communities clear. White circle in each community indicates 

the  sum  of  weight  of  nodes  within  its  community.  The  size  of  circle  is  directly  proportional  to  the  sum  of 

interactions of nodes within each community, and applied to both years.   

 

4.2 Defining the position of each wetland 

4.2.1 Identifying a role 

First of all, the role of each wetland is assigned by considering its within-community 

degree(that is, z-score) and with-community degree(that is, participation coefficient) based on 

the methodology from Guimera and Amaral (2005), which are based on a purely topological 

property. Detailed preprocessing results to define a role for each wetland can be found in (Choi, 

2018), and the result is depicted in Figure 7. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of wetlands with their roles, and their statistical description is 

shown in Table 3. According to Table 3, as most wetlands are assigned as peripheral or ultra-

peripheral in respective communities in both years, there were highly likely to have limited 
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interactions between communities. 

 

Table 3 Statistical information for roles. Each wetland is assigned a role according to its topological property. 

 

Overall, there was a decrease in the rate of both non-hub and hub connector nodes, those of 

which are responsible for inter-community flows while there was an increase in the rate of 

peripheral and hub nodes, those of which are responsible for intra-community flow in 2015 

compared to 1995. This might imply that there has been a decrease in global interactions in 

2015. In this context, additionally, it is notable that there was a disappearance of one of the hub 

connectors in 2015, which was located in the centre of the Nakdong river basin (Figure 7). 

Because hub connectors control general strong interactions with many other nodes, this might 

be one of significant indicators of a change in the network, and the pattern of the global 

interactions between two years. 

From this result, it is possible to detect a structural position of each wetland throughout the 

whole network. However, even though this result can provide a good general picture of wetland 

network, with this topological view there is a tendency to neglect the internal spatial 

differentiation in geographic space, which means, in this case, nodes with the same role might 

not all have the same degree of spatial influence within the community. 

 Role of node 1995 2015 

Non-hub 
nodes 

Ultra-peripheral node 93(21.5%) 65(16.1%)

Peripheral node 285(65.8%) 289 (71.5%)

Non-hub connector node 33(7.6%) 25(6.2%)

Non-hub kinless node 8(1.8%) 5(1.2%)

total 419(96.8%) 384(95.0%)

Hub nodes 

Provincial hub 11(2.5%) 19(4.7%)

Connector hub 3(0.7%) 1(0.2%)

Kinless hub 0 0

total 14(3.2%) 20(5.0%)

total 433 404
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Figure 7 Distribution of nodes with their roles in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B). Nodes with grey and green colour are 

ultra‐peripheral and peripheral nodes, and those with  red colour  indicate hub nodes. Triangle nodes are  the 

symbol of connectors.   

 

4.2.2 Identifying a level 

Figure 8 shows the combination of role and level. From this result, it can be seen that the spatial 

influence of wetlands differs even among the wetlands with the same role. From this result, the 

two characteristics can be derived. 

First of all, it can be possible to detect that the wetlands with the same role could have different 

spatial influence in their community. For instance, 430, the role of which is peripheral in c2, 

have stronger spatial influence than other peripheral wetlands in the same community. 

Secondly, there was a case that the connector nodes have the highest level than that of a 

provincial hub, which can be found in c3 and c1 in 1995 and c3 and c11 in 2015. This is 

interesting because a connector node normally disperses its influence to other communities 
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while itself is located on the boundary of a community (i.e. it has outward influence – helping 

to make bridges between communities). The existence of this kind of connector can be 

important in that it contributes to an increase in general connectivity in the network – such 

nodes have a strong influence upon internal as well as external interactions. 

Based on the defined positions of wetlands, and the location of the connector nodes, it is 

discovered how each community interacts within the overall network. 

 

Figure 8 Overall position of wetlands in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B). 
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4.3 Overall dynamics 

The wetland network was represented in a simpler form to extract knowledge about the strong 

interactions performed by the network and its constituents. For this, edges were summarised 

by three types of interactions: community-community, connector-community, connector-nodes 

based on nodes, the role of which are one of non-hub connector, hub connector or provincial 

hub. Figure 9 shows the visual representation of overall dynamics of wetland network. 

In terms of the interaction between communities (thick light purple line), which provides the 

overall trend of connectivity in the network, it is notable that the communities were connected 

more cohesively (i.e. more connector nodes in Figure 9 (a) than 9 (b)) throughout the whole 

area in 1995 while the overall interaction in 2015 was largely divided by upper and lower parts. 

Additionally, it can be seen that the relatively strong interactions between wetlands were 

concentrated on the middle-bottom of the whole area regardless of the years. 

When it comes to interpreting the flow of strong interactions, it is mostly organised around c10, 

c3 in 1995 and c3, c9 in 2015, those of which can be regarded as key communities to 

maintaining strong interactions across the whole network. Regarding the interaction between 

connector and node (black line), most connectors in 1995 had a strong connection with other 

connectors that were in different communities. However, in 2015, most connectors had a strong 

interaction with hub nodes in different communities. This could suggest more evidence of 

closer local interchanges across boundaries of different communities in 1995 than in 2015. 
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Figure 9 Visual representation of overall dynamics of wetland network at Nakdong basin in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B). The roles are indicated with different colours, and the levels are shown 

with different sizes. The distribution of wetlands was reconfigured with use of circular form to show the spatial hierarchy clearly. In each community, nodes are positioned in relation to their 

levels in their community with the highest level as the centre. The size of the grey circle indicates proportional to the sum of weight of nodes within its community. Each type of interactions 

are classified with the method of Jenks natural breaks to extract significant interactions each year, and then only interactions which are over two‐thirds are depicted using lines, with a thickness 

proportional to the weight.
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From this representation in Figure 9, it can be possible to identify some significant wetlands 

which are responsible for overall strong interactions based on three different perspectives of 

the network each year. The result is summarised in Table 4. Among two types of connector 

nodes with strong interaction, those which were higher level in their community (green cells in 

Table 4) or those which were a lower level in their community (purple cells in Table 4) were 

extracted. Former is important in terms of local and global strong interaction, and latter is 

important in terms of strong global interaction. Finally, provincial hub nodes, which were not 

only connected by strong interaction but also a higher level in their community, were extracted 

(yellow cells in Table 4). They are important in terms of strong local interaction. 

According to Table 4, in general, the number of important wetlands have decreased over time, 

except for provincial hubs. There were some wetlands which appeared in both years. In global 

and local aspect, nodes 224 (NoWon wetland) and 264 (MilJu wetland) was the case. Regarding 

strong local interaction and global interaction, 324 (Upo marsh) and 228 (DanSan lake) were 

identified, respectively. When taking into account comparisons between two years based on 

each perspective, there have been some changes in the composition. First of all, in the case of 

strong global and local interaction, 37 (SinDang-ri river-channel wetland), 230 (DalSeong 

wetland) and 291 (SeongSan wetland) were significant, but in 2015, instead of them, wetland 

430 (YongJu wetland) has become important in the transformed network. Secondly, with regard 

to strong local interaction, there was only 324 (Upo marsh) in 1995, which keep the position 

in 2015 as well, but in 2015, 349 (JooNam reservoirs) has newly appeared. Lastly, regarding 

strong global interaction, all composition of wetlands except for 228 (DanSan lake) in 1995 

has changed. 

Table 4 List of extracted wetlands that have strong interaction with the role of connectors and provincial hub 

topology 

level 

Nonhub connector / 

Hub connector 
Provincial hub 

High 

1995 2015 1995 2015 

37(SinDang-ri 
river-channel 
wetland), 
224(NoWon 
wetland), 
230(DalSeong 
wetland), 

264(MilJu 

224(NoWon 
wetland), 

264(MilJu 
wetland), 
430(YongJu 
wetland) 

324(Upo marsh) 
324(Upo marsh), 

349(JooNam 
reservoirs) 
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wetland), 

291(SeongSan 
wetland) 

low 

65(HaGeoRi dam 
wetland), 

167(JangSuBang 
lake), 

183(UBongGol 
wetland), 

191(SinJi wetland), 

195(GamNo 
wetland), 
196(GamAm 
wetland), 
209(GuHye 
wetland), 

228(DanSan lake),

234(Daesan 
wetland), 

252(MaCheon 
wetland), 

256(MaeLi 
wetland), 

333(WolPyeong 
wetland), 
347(JeomChon 
wetland),  

352(Jisan wetland), 
363(PanGok 
wetland) 

46(YulHyeonJi 
river-channel 
wetland), 

52(MotkKol 
wetland), 

143(GoYeonJeon
g reservoirs), 

228(DanSan 
lake), 

246(DoJin 
wetland), 
273(BongSan 
wetland), 
291(SeongSan 
wetland), 
296(SuSeong 
lake) 

No interest 

The bold indicates the wetland which were appeared in both years. 

Those key wetlands in Table 4 were represented in map form in Figure 10. It can be seen that 

the distribution of important wetlands is generally concentrated in the middle-lower of the area. 

It can be inferred that as active interactions have mainly occurred in this area, it was possible 

to detect considerable changes. 
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Figure 10 Important wetlands identified in three perspectives: high level connector, low level connector and high level provincial hub.
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5. Discussion and conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to examine wetland ecosystems from a network perspective, and 

to derive important wetlands from them, and compare how they have changed over time. While 

there were several wetlands that were of common importance in both years, there were also 

considerable changes in the composition of the important wetlands based on the three overall 

perspectives. The wetlands that showed the most were the wetlands identified in each year as 

having strong global interaction, rather than one of the other two perspectives. This result 

underpins the fact that there was a significant change in the configuration of the network over 

time. 

Regarding the analysis of the community structure, between 1995 and 2015 there has been a 

weakened interaction between wetlands in the middle part of the Nakdong river. This weaken 

interaction might be associated with the significant decrease in the area of wetlands located 

alongside the middle part of the Nakdong river, and the fact that communities have transformed 

in this area – as shown in Figure 6. This interpretation can be supported by the fact that wetland 

communities formed in each of the tributaries of the river either kept their original forms (c1, 

c4, c10, c12 in 1995 with c1, c6, c10, c12 in 2015) or become more influential (c2, c7, c8 in 

2015). 

Figure 8 demonstrate the need to focus not only on topological but also on the spatial relation 

of wetlands - defined by the relationships between wetlands in the overall spatial distribution. 

Information on the spatial hierarchy offers additional insights when it comes to extracting 

important wetlands in a reasonably complex network. Thus, when dealing with spatial 

networks, the position of nodes in physical space should be considered as important as their 

topological position in the network. This rebalances the topological and geographical 

perspectives in this network analysis. 

From the representation of overall dynamics (Figure 9), the results showed that there have been 

considerable changes in the composition of important wetlands in the network each year. 

Wetlands that were important in 1995 but not in 2015 should be examined to understand how 

they have changed. In addition, wetlands, which have become more, or are still significant in 

2015 should be carefully examined for their important role in maintaining the current network. 
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Recently, human activities have caused severe disruption to the ecosystem. In particular, in 

Korea, disturbances continuously occurred on the global scale due to the construction of dams 

and the direct reinforcement of streams. Therefore, it requires a better understanding of how 

the wetland ecosystem is comprised as a whole, instead of understanding individual wetlands 

as discrete individual spatial entities. As a footnote to illustrate this, the wetlands, which are 

assigned as most important by the government in 2015, are very different from important 

wetlands that are derived using this network analysis. In Figure 11, it can be seen that Upo 

marsh is the only one that is considered important in both analyses. The strength of the 

approach proposed here is that as well as identifying important wetlands, one can understand 

why they are important to the overall functioning of the ecosystem. 

The current policy of focusing on individual wetlands, fails to detect the underlying overall 

changes, such as the result showing that in 2015, cohesiveness of the whole network has 

become much weaker since 1995. 

To summarise, through this analysis I have sought to adopt a holistic rather than a reductionist 

approach – instead of trying to understand the whole wetland systems by breaking it down into 

simpler parts. Holism stresses the opposite: the need to understand how wholes emerge from 

their parts. To modify a popular expression, I believe the spatial network may allow 

conservation planners “to see the forest in the trees.” 
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Figure 11 Comparison the important wetlands with ‘Wetland Conservation Area’ July, 2015. 

In this paper, all wetlands were defined by their role in the network structure and by their spatial 

influence in their own community, and the wetland network was better understood by simply 

expressing interactions by summarising nodes and edges. Through the results, this research 

highlights the fact that networks should become the foundational unit of analysis. 
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However, there are some limitations of this study in terms of data quality. When we build the 

wetland dataset in 1995 and 2015, the degree of wetness of each cell is only in boundaries 

derived from the official wetland data was calculated, which means that some wetlands may 

be unrevealed in the study area. In addition, the results of wetland extraction have a possibility 

of error since the wetness index tends to depend on the weather condition of satellite images. 

Although many of these wetlands were checked and found to have been altered or changed, 

some wetlands may not have permanently disappeared, and may re-emerge during wetter 

conditions. 

In order to improve this research, since the transformations of wetland networks are vulnerable 

to external disturbances, it is necessary to consider how human-nature interactions lead to the 

change of the networks. Nevertheless, this research might provide a basis for the 

implementation of the wetland conservation scheme because this study considers all wetlands 

in the Nakdong river basin, and was not restricted to a small number of specific wetlands which 

had already been assigned as important by the government, only considering the value of 

individual wetland, for example, whether a wetland has biodiversity, is habitat of endangered 

flora and fauna or is geologically valuable or not. 
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1. Introduction 

This technical report provide detailed information as well as technical process of the research 

paper (Choi, 2018). It contains detailed data preprocessing process, description of employed 

methodologies and utilized Python codes. In the appendices, there are Python codes and 

detailed wetland information. All used data, codes and result are in the M:/dissertation folder. 

2. Research design 

2.1 Data acquisition 

In order to compare the configuration of wetlands in both years, there should be data for 

distribution of wetlands with area for each year. There is an official inland wetlands data 

provided with polygon shapefile with area information by National Wetlands Center in South 

Korea. As wetlands enrolled in this data are under conservation, it is expected that a 

provisional result from this research might be able to give a new insight into efficient 

conservation by detecting of change in their configuration. However, since there is no 

consideration in temporal changes of wetlands’ area, the degree of wetness is calculated with 

use of Landsat data using a method from (Jones, 2015). For this, Landsat data with less 

clouds from dry season are collected as described in Table 1. 

Table 5 Information of Landsat data used 

 Path/Row Date 

Landsat 5 TM C1 Level-2 
 

114/034 19951104 
114/035 19951104 
114/036 19951104 
115/034 19951111 
115/035 19951111 
115/036 19951111 

Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS C2 
Level-2 

 

114/035 20151010 
114/036 20151010 
115/034 20151017 
115/035 20151017 
115/036 20151017 

 

2.2 Data processing 

After obtaining the Landsat data, the degree of wetness is calculated by the procedure 
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described in Figure 1. It can be derived by calculating MNDWI and extracting pixels that 

correspond to specific condition suggested by Jones(2015). The threshold of -0.504 in 

MNDWI is for pixels for “25% water and 75% vegetation cover”. To avoid the impact of a 

river, a threshold of 0.123, which is for “pure water pixels” is applied. Therefore, pixels 

which correspond to the equation can be declared “inundated”. Finally, each wetland was 

assigned its wetness information in its attribute. Overall processes were conducted through 

ERDAS Imagine 2015 and ArcGIS 10.4. 

 

Figure 12 The procedure of producing the degree of wetness in each wetland. It was applied to both years 

 

2.3 Data description 

Table 2 shows detailed information of top 10 wetlands in each year. Overall, the area of 

common wetlands had decreased, except for JooNam reservoirs, the area of which have 

approximately doubled.  

Table 6 Information of wetlands that are in top 10 in each year. Area in 2015 includes increase or decrease 

rate. Each colour represents each wetland that belongs both years. 

rank 
1995 2015 

Name Area(m2) Name Area(m2) 

1 YoungSoon wetland 1217319.1 JooNam reservoirs 
769794.3 
(49.2%↑) 

2 PalHyeon wetland 1090251.9 YoungSoon wetland 
679057.2 
(44.2%↓) 

3 NoWon wetland 949758.8 PalHyeon wetland 
604572.5 
(44.5%↓) 
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2.3 Methodology 

2.3.1 Basic definition of a graph 

It is necessary to represent the interactions of wetland ecosystems, so a graphical model can 

be used to address complex problems in a real network in a simple way (Melançon and 

Rozenblat, 2013). This is an important result because it means that all complex systems have 

general graph properties (Green et al., 2006). 

In this study, wetland networks are weighted spatial networks. Each wetland is described by a 

node derived from the center of its polygon data, which means it has its own coordinates. The 

relationship between wetlands is represented by the edges containing weight, which 

represents the strength of the interaction between the wetlands. Therefore, a graph G consist 

of a set V 𝑣  of nodes and a set E 𝑒  of unordered weighted edges. 

2.3.2 Create a graph 

It is required to detect a threshold which make a graph fully connected. To achieve this, 

Geographical threshold graphs was used. According to this, the edge exists if and only if the 

following connectivity relation formula is satisfied (Bradonji´, Hagberg and Percus, 2007): 

 G 𝑤 , 𝑤 h r 𝜃  (2.1)

where 𝜃  represents threshold parameter relying on the size of the network and G 𝑤 , 𝑤  

is the sum of the weights node 𝑤  and 𝑤 . h(r) represent a distance base Spatial Interaction 

4 DongPan reservoirs 734609.7 NoWon wetland 
574971.7 
(39.5%↓) 

5 Upo  marsh 640829.7 GeomAm wetland 
563344.7 
(10.8%↓) 

6 GeomAm wetland 631661.4 DongPan reservoirs 
533248.9 
(27.4%↓) 

7 HwangJeong Wetlands 593296.5 DanMill Wetlands 482142.5 

8 
BanByeonCheon second 

wetland 
579351.1 

SinDang-ri river-channel 
wetland 

482058.8 

9 GeumGang wetland 535429.1 PoJin wetland 456475.2 

10 JooNam reservoirs 516039.6 Upo marsh 
450721.1 
(29.7%↓) 
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Model. 

Formula of G 𝑤 , 𝑤  is: 

 G 𝑤 , 𝑤 𝑔 𝑤 𝑔 𝑤  (2.2)

Mathematics of function h(r) is: 

 h(r) = 𝑟  (2.3)

where r is distance between nodes. 

Therefore, the mathematics to calculate the weight between two wetlands in this study is: 

 
𝑎 𝑎

𝑑
𝜃  (2.4)

where 𝑎  and 𝑎  are the degree of wetness of node 𝑣  and 𝑣 , d is a distance between 

nodes 𝑣  and 𝑣  and 𝜃  is determined until the first bounds on 𝜃  when all nodes are 

connected. 

2.3.3 Graph measures used for analysing network 

In the following formulae, 𝑠 𝑣  means the sum of weights of a node in a graph G, 𝑠 𝑣  

denotes the sum of weight of a neighbours that the node v has in a community 𝐶 . 𝑠 v

∑ 𝑠 𝑣,…,  where k is the number of communities. 

2.3.3.1 Detecting sub-regions 

In order to detect sub-regions in a network, Louvain algorithm, which is state-of-the-art method 

to identify local communities in large weighted network (De Meo et al., 2011), was employed. 

The core of the algorithm is to maximize the modularity Q of network. According to Blondel, 

Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre (2008), mathematics to achieve it is: 
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 ∆Q  
∑ 𝑖𝑛 𝑠 𝑣

2𝑚

∑ 𝑡𝑜 𝑠 𝑣
2𝑚

∑ 𝑖𝑛
2𝑚

∑ 𝑡𝑜
2𝑚

𝑠 𝑣
2𝑚

 (2.5)

where i represents each node in a community C, ∑ 𝑖𝑛 is the total value of the weights of 

edges in C, ∑ 𝑡𝑜 is sum of all edges weights of nodes in C, m is sum of total weights of 

edges in the given network. The formula is iteratively conducted, removing node i from C 

until the Q experiences a significant increase. The used code is in section. 

2.3.3.2 Identifying roles 

According to(Guimera and Amaral, 2005), roles were determined in accordance with 

intercommunity and intracommunity connections of each node. The former and latter are 

calculated by z-score and participation coefficient, respectively.  

1) z-score 

z-score based on the sum of weights of a node in a community C shows the relative 

contribution of each node to its belonged C. Mathematics of the z-score of a node v ∈ V is 

(ref): 

 𝑧
𝑠 𝑣 𝑠

𝜎
 (2.6)

where 𝜎  represents a standard deviation of the sum of weight of all nodes, 𝑠  means 

average of the 𝑠  value of each node. 

2) Participation coefficient 

It evaluates the participation in the overall network dynamics of each node. 𝑝 𝑣  = 0 

represent neighbours of node v are in the same cluster. The participation coefficient of a node 

v ∈ V is calculated by follow formula (ref): 

` 𝑝 𝑣 1
𝑠 𝑣

𝑠 𝑣
∈

 (2.7)
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2.3.3.3 Identifying hierarchy 

1) Spatial dominance 

In order to identify hierarchy in each community, spatial dominance method was used (Okabe 

and Sadahiro, 1996). The spatial dominance can be useful for building a spatial hierarchy. It 

allows us to generate a tree for all the nodes, so that they can be represented the various level 

of centers and their connection. The location of the wetlands with their attribute values, that 

is area, determine a configuration on a plane.  

The spatial hierarchy is associated with multi levels of local centers. It is important to find a 

'local center' whose area is larger than its neighbour nodes. In order to determine 

neighbouring points, Voronoi polygons are employ. The neighbouring points can be detected 

by searching points whose dominant regions share the boundary of the dominant region of the 

selected point. Mathematics is: 

 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 𝑎 , 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁  (2.8)

where 𝑎  and 𝑎  represent area of i and j, 𝑁  means set of neighbouring points of node i. If 

𝑎  has the highest value, comparing its neighbours, it is referred to the ‘local center’.  

We explore the level of local centers by iteratively applying. For instance, the second-level 

centers are local centers in the first-level centers. Therefore, the k th-level local centers are 

local centers in (k - 1) th-level local centers.  

Figure 2 represents the detailed procedure of the spatial dominance to identify spatial 

hierarchy. Firstly, voronoi polygon of each point is created, then the process of finding local 

center points (equation 2.8) is iteratively conducted (Figure 2 (A)). It is followed by creating 

new voronoi polygons in accordance with the discovered local center points, representing 

influence of them. After then, the non-local center points are hierarchically connected to the 

local centers based on their location (Figure 2 (B)). Finally, a new local center among the 

former local center is calculated following the same process in A and B (Figure 2 (C)).  
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Figure 13 Example of spatial dominance procedure 

2.3.4 Overall interaction 

It was performed to discover the pattern of interaction while showing a combination of 

topological and spatial characteristics of wetlands. This simplification allows to detect the 

overall pattern of network at a glance. 

2.3.4.1 The way of representing nodes 

The wetlands within each community have been rearranged according to the radial tree 

layout, which is suitable for representing hierarchy. 

2.3.4.2 The way of representing edges 

It is required to simplify the complex pattern of interactions to represent the complex 

interactions between wetlands. For doing this, interactions were reproduced in three different 

ways: between communities, between connector and community and between connector and 

node (Guimera and Amaral, 2005). Also, the interaction was only chosen when two nodes are 

within different communities. After making these three types, the degree of interactions were 

expressed by dividing three parts using natural jenks method, and the first and second highest 

parts were considered as a strong interaction. 

In order to conduct all methods, Python 3.6, Anaconda and Networkx module were utilized. 

The used Python codes is attached in the appendix (see the Appendix). 
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3. Result 

3.1 Community detection 

Detailed statistical results of divided communities in 1995 and 2015 are shown in Table 3 and 

4 in turn. Overall, similar number of communities are detected in 1995 and 2015, 15 and 14, 

respectively. It is notable that the geographical extents, the number of nodes and edges do not 

directly correspond to the amount of interactions within each community. For example, in 

both years, the extents of communities tend to be finely divided in the middle-bottom side of 

the map where wetlands are densely located with small number of nodes, forming small 

communities, but the sum of interactions within communities is relatively large for their 

geographical extents, meaning average weight per node is higher. Likewise, although c5 in 

2015 has the largest number of nodes (70) and edges (1197), it is not the most interactive 

community. These results prove that the heterogeneity of strength of interactions does matter 

in dealing with topological dynamic. 

Table 7 Statistical description of community detection in 1995. 

 
1995 

# node # edge Sum of weight 
Average weight 

per node 
C0 75 1301 4.72 0.06 
C8 29 302 4.09 0.14 
C6 13 66 3.91 0.30 
C10 24 210 2.21 0.09 
C14 19 157 1.99 0.10 
C7 41 410 1.98 0.05 
C9 25 221 1.90 0.08 
C5 26 255 1.55 0.06 
C12 23 161 1.16 0.05 
C3 59 491 1.10 0.02 
C11 19 133 1.01 0.05 
C1 30 253 0.98 0.03 
C4 22 111 0.93 0.04 
C2 22 163 0.89 0.04 
C13 6 13 0.25 0.04 

The communities are sorted from most interactive to least interactive in each year 
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Table 8 Statistical description of community detection in 2015. 

 
2015 

# node # edge Sum of weight 
Average weight 

per node 
C1 34 408 3.00 0.09 
C4 46 640 2.70 0.06 
C8 36 432 2.30 0.06 
C7 30 318 2.19 0.07 
C5 70 1197 2.15 0.03 
C9 22 200 1.99 0.09 
C10 19 142 1.98 0.10 
C3 52 567 1.36 0.03 
C11 17 126 1.09 0.06 
C12 20 136 0.89 0.04 
C6 22 118 0.79 0.04 
C0 5 10 0.63 0.13 
C2 26 179 0.35 0.01 
C13 5 7 0.01 0.00 

The communities are sorted from most interactive to least interactive in each year 

 

3.2 Identifying roles 

Figure 3 represents the participation coefficient values of each wetland in 1995 and 2015. 

Overall, the most notable thing in the result is that relatively high values tend to located in 

geographically boundaries, which are usually faced other communities, of their own 

communities, whereas low values tend to be concentrated on the centre or boundary, which 

do not front onto others, of each community.  
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Figure 14 Participation coefficient in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B) 

Figure 4 shows z-score values of all wetlands in 1995 and 2015. Even though there are only 

few high value wetland in both year, location trends of the wetlands in both year are quite 

different. In 1995, high values tend to be concentrated on middle-bottom side of the map, and 

in 2015, high values are usually found primarily in the north and southeast regions of the 

map. 
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Figure 15 Participation coefficient in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B). 

Each wetland is represented as a point in the z-P parameter space in both years (Figure 5). 

While participation coefficient values tend to be similarly spread in both year, the distribution 

of z-score in both year are quite different. In particular, a wetland with a very high z 

distribution was found, and three connect-hub were discovered in 1995 (Figure 5 (A)), 

whereas in 2015, the z-score values tend to be distributed lower than those in 1995, and the 

only one connector-hub was discovered (Figure 5 (B)).  
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Figure 16 Roles and regions in the z‐P parameter space in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B). Each node in a network can 

be characterized by its within‐module degree and its participation coefficient. Nodes with z>=2.5 are classified 

as module hubs and nodes with z<2.5 as non‐hubs. Non‐hubs can be assigned into four different roles: (R1) 

ultra‐peripheral nodes; (R2) Peripheral nodes; (R3) non‐hub connector nodes; and (R4) non‐hub kinless nodes. 

Hub nodes can be assigned into three different roles: (R5) provincial hubs; (R6) connector hubs; (R7) kinless 

hubs. Each wetland is represented as a point in the z‐P parameter space in both years (Guimera and Amaral, 

2005). 

 

3.3 Change of spatial hierarchy 

As communities had changed, the change of each wetland’s influence under its community is 

inevitable. Generally, wetlands whose levels had increased are scattered across all over the 

region while wetlands, whose levels had decreased were tend to be distributed especially in 

the centre of the area (Figure 6). 

It might be necessary to detect wetlands which had newly become significant. Looking at in 

detail, most wetlands that had increased their levels became the highest level of each 

community. Especially, 371 (HaePyeong wetland) was originally at the bottom level of its 

community hierarchy in 1995, but it had become the most spatially dominant in its 

community in 2015. 395 (DaeGungGyo wetland), 339 (IlUngDo wetland), 349 (JooNam 

reservoirs) are those which became spatially dominant. Even though they are not the highest 

level in their communities, they can be meaningful in terms of influencing on relatively 

strong spatial relations with other wetlands in their communities, each of which were not that 

significant in 1995. 

Some wetlands had become spatially less significant by changing their communities. In 
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particular, 54, 294, 351, and 435 were spatially dominant in 1995, but their spatial dominance 

had decreased in their belonged community in 2015.  

 

Figure  17  Distribution  of  wetlands  which  became more  or  less  significant  in  their  changed  communities. 

Convex hull  for 2015  is depicted  to distinguish communities.  In  the  ‘level down’ case  (with blue nodes),  the 

wetlands which decreased from level 2 or 3 are considered while in the ‘level up’ case (with red nodes), those 

which became 2 or 3 are considered. The larger the size of nodes, the bigger the increment. 
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3.4 Combination of both views 

From the result of structural and relational approach, wetlands that can be regarded as 

important in the aspects of each approach can be detected. Overall, it can be also derived 

some wetlands which are important in terms of both approaches, or wetlands which are 

important in terms of one approach, not the other approach in each year. 

1) High level and High role 

The wetlands which are significant in terms of both views can be considered as the most 

important ones in maintaining the wetland network as a whole topologically and relationally 

(Figure 9). In 1995, there were seven different wetlands which has different role that is, hub 

and hub connector. However, in the case of 2015, there were only five wetlands with their 

role of hub and non-hub connector in the network. 
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Figure 18 Wetlands which are important in both views in 1995 (left) and 2015 (right). 

2) Low level and High role 

Figure 10 shows the wetlands which are significant as their roles are one of these: Non-hub 

connector, hub or hub connector even though their spatial influences in their own 

communities are not strong. Those wetlands should be protected in order to support and 

enhance overall interactions in the network. It is interesting to note that both years show 

different distribution of these kinds of wetlands. In 1995, it can be seen that topologically 

important wetlands are concentrated on the centre-bottom of the area where strong 

connections existed. However, the trend had changed, showing that most wetlands, which are 

only topologically important, are distributed alongside the Nakdong River. From this result, it 

can be derived that in order to enhance the overall interactions, the wetlands located 

alongside the Nakdong River should be protected the most. 
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Figure 19 Wetlands which are important as role, but low level of spatial dominance in 1995 (left) and 2015 

(right) 

3) High level and Low role 

Figure 11 depicts wetlands which are not significant in terms of their roles, which is 

peripheral or ultra-peripheral wetlands in their community, but has strong spatial influence in 

their communities. As around 95% of wetlands are ultra-peripheral or peripheral, it might be 

needed to extract some of them that have a strong impact on maintaining internal interaction. 

Therefore, these wetlands should be protected in order to enhance internal interactions. 
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Figure 20 Wetlands which represent high level but not significant as role in 1995 (left) and 2015 (right). 

3.5 Additional result 

3.4.1 Additional basic measures 

Measurements in this section are additionally conducted to examine basic information of 

wetlands as a network. To take into account the information provided by the weighted graph, 

we can identify the strength centrality and betweenness centrality. 

3.4.1.1 Strength Centrality 

According to Barrat, Barthélemy and Vespignani (2005), the individual edge weights is not 

able to clearly reveal influential nodes in the complexity network. Therefore, the strength 

centrality, which is an efficient measure of the network properties in terms of the actual 

weights, is employed by extending the definition of node degree. A formula to calculate the 

node degree is: 
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 𝑘 𝑎  (3.1)

where ki represent the node degree of node i and ∑ 𝑎  means the number of all connected 

edges to node i.  

After then, the strength of each node means the total weight of their connections. This 

represents an importance or centrality of a node i in the network. Mathematics of node 

strength is: 

 𝑠 𝑎 𝑤  (3.2)

where 𝑠  represent the node strength and 𝑤  means weight of each connected edges to 

node i. 

3.4.1.2 Betweenness centrality 

Betweenness centrality is to find nodes which are important to connect different regions of 

network despite of their small degree (Newman, 2003). It can be defined as the number of 

shortest paths passing through a given node. Therefore, the central node is likely to have the 

shortest path in the network than its neighbours. A formula to calculate the betweeness 

centrality is: 

 𝐵 𝑢
𝜎 𝑢

𝜎, ∈
 (3.3)

where 𝐵 𝑢  represent the betweennessC centrality index of node u, 𝜎  denotes the num

ber of shortest paths between i and j. 

 

3.4.1 Strength centrality 

Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of the strength centrality of each wetland and wetlands 
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which are ranked the top 10 of strength centrality in 1995 and 2015. While high values of the 

strength centrality in 1995 tend to be located along with Nakdong river, in 2015, the high 

value wetlands are usually located along with Nakdong river as well as branches of the river. 

 

Figure 21 Plot of the strength centrality values of each node in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B)   

Table 5 describe names and values of top 10 strength wetlands based on Figure 7. There are 

seven wetlands which are ranked top 10 in both year. It is notable that the overall strength 

values has declined overall between 1995 and 2015 without JooNam reservoirs (349). In 

particular, NoWon wetland (244) and PalHyeon wetland (366) have experienced dramatic 

decrease of the strength by 42.5 and 46.5% in turn. 

Table 9 Information of wetlands that are in top 10 strength centrality in each year. The values of strength 

centrality are also shown 

rank 
1995 2015 

Key Name Strength Key Name Strength 

1 366 
PalHyeon 
wetland 

0.114 349 
JooNam 

reservoirs 
0.071 

(1.4%↑) 
2 244 NoWon 0.106 324 Upo marsh 0.062 
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wetland (36.1%↓) 

3 324 Upo marsh 0.097 224 
NoWon 
wetland 

0.061 
(42.5%↓) 

4 311 
DongPan 
reservoirs 

0.085 366 
PalHyeon 
wetland 

0.061 
(46.5%↓) 

5 390 
YoungSoon 

wetland 
0.077 331 

DongPan 
reservoirs 

0.053 
(37.7%↓) 

6 349 
JooNam 

reservoirs 
0.070 268 

Beongae 
wetland 

0.052 

7 227 
Mokpo 
wetland 

0.068 342 JangCheokJi 0.051 

8 294 
Songjin 
wetland 

0.064 308 
AkYang 
wetland 

0.051 

9 329 
JjogJiBeol 

wetland 
0.062 198 

GeomAm 
wetland 

0.049 
(16.9%↓) 

10 198 
GeomAm 
wetland 

0.059 37 
Sindang-ri 

river-channel 
wetland 

0.048 

 

3.4.2 Betweenness centrality 

Figure 8 describes the distribution of betweenness centrality as well as top 10 wetlands for 

betweenness centrality in 1995 and 2015. Overall, wetlands with high betweenness values are 

similarly distributed in 1995 and 2015. 
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Figure 22 Plot of the betweenness centrality values of each node in 1995 (A) and 2015 (B)   

The top 10 wetlands of betweennes centrality are described in Table 6. In case of 

betweenness centrality, increased and decreased wetlands appear to be mixed in contrast to 

strength centrality, with a wide range of changes. For instance, the betweenness values of 

NoWon wetland and Upo marsh (224 and 324) have been reduced by 30.2 and 29.9% in turn, 

whereas those of YongJu and DalSeong wetlands (340 and 230) have been increased by 32.1 

and 23.3% respectively. 

Table 10 Information of wetlands that are in top 10 betweenness centrality in each year. The values of 

betweenness centrality are also shown 

rank 
1995 2015 

Key Name 
Betweenness 

centrality 
Key Name 

Betweenness 
centrality 

1 224 NoWon wetland 0.142 366 PalHyeon wetland 
0.117 

(10.4%↑) 

2 366 PalHyeon wetland 0.106 224 NoWon wetland 
0.099 

(30.2%↓) 

3 324 Upo marsh 0.087 324 Upo marsh 
0.061 

(29.9%↓) 
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4 375 GunWi wetland 0.070 337
HaePyeong 

wetland 
0.059 

5 377 
HwangJeong 

wetland 
0.052 377

HwangJeong 
wetland 

0.048 
(7.7%↓) 

6 133 
WiCheon river-
channel wetland 

0.047 133
WiCheon river-
channel wetland 

0.043 
(8.5%↓) 

7 187 
Banbyeoncheon 
second wetland 

0.038 267 PoJin wetland 0.040 

8 214 
Geum river 

wetland 
0.037 430 YongJu wetland 

0.037 
(32.1%↑) 

9 230 DalSeong wetland 0.030 230 DalSeong wetland 
0.037 

(23.3%↑) 
10 430 YongJu wetland 0.028 226 DanMil wetland 0.034 
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5. Appendix 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
""" 
Created on Tue May  8 22:44:52 2018 
 
@author: seonjeong 
""" 
 
import os 
import networkx as nx 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import math 
import shapefile 
import community 
from scipy.spatial import Voronoi, voronoi_plot_2d 
import numpy as np 
from shapely.geometry import MultiPoint, Point, Polygon 
import jenkspy 
from collections import defaultdict 
import itertools 
from descartes import PolygonPatch             
 
 
os.chdir('D:/OneDrive - University of 
Edinburgh/dissertation/analysis/generate_network') 
fig = plt.gcf() 
 
###read data 
#point data 
points_1995=nx.read_shp('1995_wet_point.shp') 
points_2015=nx.read_shp('2015_wet_point.shp') 
points_original = nx.read_shp('wetland_nakdong_point.shp') 
 
#coordinate 
pos_1995 = {k: (v[0], v[1]) for k,v in enumerate(points_1995.nodes())} 
pos_2015 = {k: (v[0], v[1]) for k,v in enumerate(points_2015.nodes())} 
pos_original = {k: (v[0], v[1]) for k,v in enumerate(points_original.nodes())} 
 
#area 
area_1995 = {} 
data_area_1995 = open("area_1995.txt", "r", encoding = "utf-8") 
arealine_1995 = data_area_1995.readlines() 
for line in range(len(arealine_1995)): 
    x = float(arealine_1995[line]) 
    area_1995[line] = x 
     
area_2015 = {} 
data_area_2015 = open("area_2015.txt", "r", encoding = "utf-8") 
arealine_2015 = data_area_2015.readlines() 
for line in range(len(arealine_2015)): 
    x = float(arealine_2015[line]) 
    area_2015[line] = x 
 
#name     
name_orikey = {} 
data_name_orikey = open("name.txt", "r", encoding = "utf-8") 
nameline = data_name_orikey.readlines() 
for line in range(len(nameline)): 
    x = str(nameline[line]) 
    x = x.replace("\n","") 
    x = x.replace("\ufeff","") 
    name_orikey[line] = x 
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name_1995 = {} 
data_name_1995 = open("name_1995.txt", "r", encoding = "utf-8") 
nameline = data_name_1995.readlines() 
for line in range(len(nameline)): 
    x = str(nameline[line]) 
    x = x.replace("\n","") 
    x = x.replace("\ufeff","") 
    name_1995[line] = x 
     
name_2015 = {} 
data_name_2015 = open("name_2015.txt", "r", encoding = "utf-8") 
nameline = data_name_2015.readlines() 
for line in range(len(nameline)): 
    x = str(nameline[line]) 
    x = x.replace("\n","") 
    x = x.replace("\ufeff","") 
    name_2015[line] = x 
     
     
###make a definition for stream plot 
st1 = shapefile.Reader('nakdongriver_pro.shp') #the main stream 
st2 = shapefile.Reader('others_pro.shp') #tributary 
def plot_stream(): 
    ax =plt.gca() 
    for poly in st1.shapes(): 
        ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(poly.__geo_interface__, fc='#0066ff', ec='#0066ff', 
                                  alpha =0.8, zorder=2)) 
    ax.axis('scaled') 
     
    ax =plt.gca() 
    for poly in st2.shapes(): 
        ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(poly.__geo_interface__, fc='#66ccff', ec='#66ccff', 
                                  alpha =0.8, zorder=2)) 
    ax.axis('scaled') 
 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""generate geographical_threshold_graph""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
#from __future__ import division 
 
from bisect import bisect_left 
from itertools import combinations 
from itertools import product 
from math import sqrt 
import math 
import random 
from random import uniform 
try: 
    from scipy.spatial import cKDTree as KDTree 
except ImportError: 
    _is_scipy_available = False 
else: 
    _is_scipy_available = True 
 
import networkx as nx 
from networkx.utils import nodes_or_number 
 
def euclidean(x, y): 
    """Returns the Euclidean distance between the vectors ``x`` and ``y``. 
 
    Each of ``x`` and ``y`` can be any iterable of numbers. The 
    iterables must be of the same length. 
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    """ 
    return sqrt(sum((a - b) ** 2 for a, b in zip(x, y))) 
@nodes_or_number(0) 
def geographical_threshold_graph(n, dim=2, pos=None, 
                                 weight=None, metric=None, p_dist=None): 
    """ 
    This definition is amended based on the 'geographical threshold graph' 
    in NetworkX package in order to create a graph that is fully connected. 
    """ 
    n_name, nodes = n 
    G = nx.Graph() 
    G.add_nodes_from(nodes) 
 
    # If no distance metric is provided, use Euclidean distance. 
    if metric is None: 
        metric = euclidean 
     
    nx.set_node_attributes(G, weight, 'weight') 
    nx.set_node_attributes(G, pos, 'pos') 
 
    # if p_dist is not supplied, use default r^-2 
    if p_dist == None: 
        def p_dist(r): 
            return r**-2 
         
    #calculate interaction between two wetlands 
    intlist = {} 
    for u, v in combinations(G,2): 
        u_pos, v_pos = pos[u], pos[v] 
        u_weight, v_weight = weight[u], weight[v] 
        interaction = (u_weight + v_weight) * p_dist(metric(u_pos, v_pos)) 
        intlist[(u,v)] = interaction 
    intlist_val=sorted(list(intlist.values()), reverse=True) 
     
    #make a fully connected graph 
    i = 0 
    for threshold in intlist_val: 
        wei = {} 
        edgelist = [] 
        for u, v in combinations(G,2): 
            if intlist[(u,v)] >= threshold: 
                edgelist.append((u, v)) 
                wei[(u,v)] = intlist[(u,v)] 
    
        G.add_edges_from(edgelist)    
             
        if len(sorted(nx.connected_component_subgraphs(G), key=len,  
                      reverse=True)) == 1: 
            break 
        else: 
            i += 1 
     
    nx.set_edge_attributes(G, wei, 'weight') 
     
    return G, threshold 
 
 
#create a graph 
G_1995, threshold_1995 = geographical_threshold_graph(len(pos_1995), pos=pos_1995, 
                                                      weight = area_1995) 
G_2015, threshold_2015 = geographical_threshold_graph(len(pos_2015), pos=pos_2015,  
                                                      weight = area_2015) 
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###assign attributes into created graph 
#name 
for u in G_1995.nodes(): 
    G_1995.node[u]['name'] = name_1995[u] 
for u in G_2015.nodes(): 
    G_2015.node[u]['name'] = name_2015[u] 
#area 
for u in G_1995.nodes(): 
    G_1995.node[u]['area'] = area_1995[u]  
for u in G_2015.nodes(): 
    G_2015.node[u]['area'] = area_2015[u] 
     
###make original graph to incorporate two years 
G_original = nx.Graph() 
G_original.add_nodes_from(list(pos_original.keys())) 
for u in G_original.nodes(): 
    G_original.node[u]['pos'] = pos_original[u] #location 
    G_original.node[u]['name'] = name_orikey[u] #name 
     
#assign original key in both years 
orikey_1995 = {i: j for i in pos_1995 for j in pos_original \ 
               if pos_original[j] == pos_1995[i]}   
orikey_2015 = {i: j for i in pos_2015 for j in pos_original \ 
               if pos_original[j] == pos_2015[i]}   
for i in orikey_1995: 
    G_1995.nodes[i]['orikey'] = orikey_1995[i] 
for i in orikey_2015: 
    G_2015.nodes[i]['orikey'] = orikey_2015[i] 
     
 
###definition for plot edge 
weight_edge_1995 = [d['weight'] for (u,v,d) in G_1995.edges.data()] 
weight_edge_2015 = [d['weight'] for (u,v,d) in G_2015.edges.data()] 
breaks_edges = jenkspy.jenks_breaks(weight_edge_1995 + weight_edge_2015, nb_class=10) 
 
weight_node_1995 = [d['weight'] for (u,d) in G_1995.nodes.data()] 
weight_node_2015 = [d['weight'] for (u,d) in G_2015.nodes.data()] 
breaks_nodes = jenkspy.jenks_breaks(weight_node_1995 + weight_node_2015, nb_class=10) 
 
 
def plot_edge_1995(colorbar = None):     
    for i in range(len(breaks_edges)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_edges)-1): 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if d['weight'] >= breaks_edges[i]]   
 
        else: 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if (d['weight'] >= breaks_edges[i]) and \ 
                      (d['weight'] < breaks_edges[i+1])] 
 
        ec = nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                                    edgelist = elarge, 
                                    width=(i+0.03)*2, 
                                    edge_color='k', 
                                    alpha=1) 
         
def plot_node_1995(colorbar = None): 
    for i in range(len(breaks_nodes)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_nodes)-1): 
            nlarge = [u for (u, d) in G_1995.nodes(data=True) \ 
                      if d['weight'] >= breaks_nodes[i]]   
             
        else: 
            nlarge = [u for (u, d) in G_1995.nodes(data=True) \ 
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                      if (d['weight'] >= breaks_nodes[i]) and \ 
                      (d['weight'] < breaks_nodes[i+1])] 
 
        nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                                    nodelist = nlarge, 
                                    node_color = 'limegreen', 
                                    node_size=(i+0.5)*15, 
                                    edgecolors="black") 
 
def plot_edge_2015(colorbar = None): 
    for i in range(len(breaks_edges)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_edges)-1): 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if d['weight'] >= breaks_edges[i]]   
             
        else: 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if (d['weight'] >= breaks_edges[i]) \ 
                      and (d['weight'] < breaks_edges[i+1])] 
 
        ec = nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                                    edgelist = elarge, 
                                    width=(i+0.03)*2, 
                                    edge_color='k', 
                                    alpha=0.5) 
 
def plot_node_2015(colorbar = None): 
    for i in range(len(breaks_nodes)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_nodes)-1): 
            nlarge = [u for (u, d) in G_2015.nodes(data=True) \ 
                      if d['weight'] >= breaks_nodes[i]]   
             
        else: 
            nlarge = [u for (u, d) in G_2015.nodes(data=True) \ 
                      if (d['weight'] >= breaks_nodes[i]) \ 
                      and (d['weight'] < breaks_nodes[i+1])] 
 
        nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                                    nodelist = nlarge, 
                                    node_color = 'limegreen', 
                                    node_size=(i+0.5)*15, 
                                    edgecolors="black")         
         
plt.figure(figsize=(20,28)) 
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
 
plot_edge_1995() 
plot_node_1995() 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
#2015 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
plot_edge_2015() 
plot_node_2015() 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
plt.savefig('G.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
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#######################################################################################
### 
"""euclidean distance (node1,node2)""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
def euc_1995(node1Key, node2Key): 
    x1 = pos_1995[node1Key][0] 
    y1 = pos_1995[node1Key][1] 
    x2 = pos_1995[node2Key][0] 
    y2 = pos_1995[node2Key][1] 
    dx = x1 - x2 
    dy = y1 - y2 
    dist = math.sqrt((dx*dx)+(dy*dy)) 
 
    return dist 
 
 
def euc_2015(node1Key, node2Key): 
    x1 = pos_2015[node1Key][0] 
    y1 = pos_2015[node1Key][1] 
    x2 = pos_2015[node2Key][0] 
    y2 = pos_2015[node2Key][1] 
    dx = x1 - x2 
    dy = y1 - y2 
    dist = math.sqrt((dx*dx)+(dy*dy)) 
 
    return dist 
 
 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""graph theoretical shortest path length""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
def dG_1995(node1Key, node2Key): 
    total_dist = 0.0 
    p = nx.shortest_path(G_1995, node1Key, node2Key) 
    for k in range(len(p)-1): 
        dist = euc_1995(p[k], p[k+1]) 
        total_dist += dist 
                     
    return total_dist 
 
 
def dG_2015(node1Key, node2Key): 
    total_dist = 0.0 
    p = nx.shortest_path(G_2015, node1Key, node2Key) 
    for k in range(len(p)-1): 
        dist = euc_2015(p[k], p[k+1]) 
        total_dist += dist 
                     
    return total_dist 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""community detection""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
def plot_convex_hull(pos, partition, alpha=0.3, centroid = None): 
    centroid_node = {} 
     
    for cluster_number in list(set(partition.values())): 
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        list_nodes = [nodes for nodes in partition.keys() 
                                    if partition[nodes] == cluster_number] 
        points_coord = [] 
        for i in list_nodes: 
            temp_xcoord = pos[i][0] 
            temp_ycoord = pos[i][1] 
            points_coord.append([temp_xcoord,temp_ycoord]) 
 
        pts = MultiPoint([Point(i) for i in points_coord]) 
        mask = pts.convex_hull 
     
        modified_new_vertices = [] 
         
        maskarr = np.array(mask.boundary.coords) 
 
        polygon = maskarr 
        shape = list(polygon.shape) 
        shape[0] += 1 
        p = Polygon(np.append(polygon, polygon[0]).reshape(*shape)) 
        poly = np.array(list(zip(p.boundary.coords.xy[0][:-1],  
                                 p.boundary.coords.xy[1][:-1]))) 
        modified_new_vertices.append(poly) 
         
        if centroid is None: 
            plt.fill(*zip(*poly), alpha=alpha) 
             
        else: 
            centroid = [] 
            cen = np.mean(modified_new_vertices[0], axis=0)            
            centroid.append((cen[0],cen[1])) 
            centroid_node['c%d' %cluster_number] = {'pos': centroid[0]} 
            plt.plot(centroid[0][0],centroid[0][1], 'ro', markersize=10)    
     
    return centroid_node 
 
 
###1995 
partition_1995 = community.best_partition(G_1995, weight='weight') 
 
#assign community info into nodes 
for i in G_1995.nodes(): 
    G_1995.nodes[i]['c'] = partition_1995[i] 
 
number_of_colors = len(list(set(partition_1995.values()))) 
color_1995 = ["#"+''.join([random.choice('0123456789ABCDEF') for j in range(6)]) 
          for i in range(number_of_colors)] 
 
 
#subgraph 
cluster_1995 = {} 
for com in set(partition_1995.values()) : 
    list_nodes = [nodes for nodes in partition_1995.keys() \ 
                  if partition_1995[nodes] == com] 
    cluster_1995[com] = list_nodes 
 
l = locals() 
plt.figure(figsize=(27,32)) 
for c in cluster_1995: 
    l['G_1995_c%d' % c] = G_1995.subgraph(cluster_1995[c]).copy() #make subgraph 
 
 
""" 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in orikey_1995: 
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        if partition_1995[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['orikey'] = orikey_1995[i]""" 
 
#assign information into subgraph 
cluster_info_1995 = {} 
c=locals() 
for com in set(partition_1995.values()): 
    #calculate total weight 
    list_weight = [] 
    for u,d in c['G_1995_c%d' % com].nodes.data(): 
        for nei in c['G_1995_c%d' % com].adj[u]: 
            for a,b,d in G_1995.edges.data():   
                if (a==u) and (b==nei): 
                    list_weight.append(d['weight']) 
     
    cluster_info_1995['c%d'%com] = {'node' : c['G_1995_c%d' % com].number_of_nodes(), 
                     'edge' : c['G_1995_c%d' % com].number_of_edges(),  
                     'weight' : sum(list_weight)} 
     
 
#community centroid as nodes 
community_node_1995 = plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995, centroid = True) 
community_edge_1995 = {} 
c = locals() 
for centroid1, centroid2 in combinations(list(set(partition_1995.values())),2): 
    total_wt = 0.0 
    for (a, b, d) in G_1995.edges.data(): 
        if a in list(c['G_1995_c%d' % centroid1].nodes()): 
            if b in list(c['G_1995_c%d' % centroid2].nodes()): 
                total_wt += d['weight'] 
                community_edge_1995[('c%d'%centroid1, 'c%d'%centroid2)] = total_wt 
#add position     
for i in community_node_1995: 
    pos_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0], community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]) 
 
 
#make community graph 
G_community_1995 = nx.Graph() 
#node 
G_community_1995.add_nodes_from(list(community_node_1995.keys())) 
for u in G_community_1995.nodes(): 
    for i in set(partition_1995.values()): 
        if u == 'c%d' % i: 
            G_community_1995.node[u]['centroid'] = i 
            G_community_1995.node[u]['sum_weight'] = cluster_info_1995['c%d'%i]['weight'] 
#edge 
G_community_1995.add_edges_from(list(community_edge_1995.keys())) 
for u,v in G_community_1995.edges(): 
    wt = community_edge_1995[u,v] 
    G_community_1995.edges[u, v]['weight'] = wt 
    G_community_1995.edges[u, v]['centroid'] = (u,v) 
 
 
 
###2015 
partition_2015 = community.best_partition(G_2015, weight='weight') 
 
#assign information into subgraph 
for i in G_2015.nodes(): 
    G_2015.nodes[i]['c'] = partition_2015[i] 
             
number_of_colors = len(list(set(partition_2015.values()))) 
color_2015 = ["#"+''.join([random.choice('0123456789ABCDEF') for j in range(6)]) 
          for i in range(number_of_colors)] 
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cluster_2015 = {} 
for com in set(partition_2015.values()) : 
    list_nodes = [nodes for nodes in partition_2015.keys() if partition_2015[nodes] == 
com] 
    cluster_2015[com] = list_nodes 
 
 
#subgraph 
l = locals() 
plt.figure(figsize=(27,32)) 
for c in cluster_2015: 
    l['G_2015_c%d' % c] = G_2015.subgraph(cluster_2015[c]).copy() #make subgraph 
 
#information 
cluster_info_2015 = {} 
c=locals() 
for com in set(partition_2015.values()): 
    #calculate total weight 
    list_weight = [] 
    for u,d in c['G_2015_c%d' % com].nodes.data(): 
        for nei in c['G_2015_c%d' % com].adj[u]: 
            for a,b,d in G_2015.edges.data():   
                if (a==u) and (b==nei): 
                    list_weight.append(d['weight']) 
     
    cluster_info_2015['c%d'%com] = {'node' : c['G_2015_c%d' % com].number_of_nodes(), 
                     'edge' : c['G_2015_c%d' % com].number_of_edges(),  
                     'weight' : sum(list_weight)} 
 
 
#community centroid as nodes 
community_node_2015 = plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015, centroid = True) 
community_edge_2015 = {} 
c = locals() 
for centroid1, centroid2 in combinations(list(set(partition_2015.values())),2): 
    total_wt = 0.0 
    for (a, b, d) in G_2015.edges.data(): 
        if a in list(c['G_2015_c%d' % centroid1].nodes()): 
            if b in list(c['G_2015_c%d' % centroid2].nodes()): 
                total_wt += d['weight'] 
                community_edge_2015[('c%d'%centroid1, 'c%d'%centroid2)] = total_wt 
#add position     
for i in community_node_2015: 
    pos_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0], community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]) 
     
#make community graph 
G_community_2015 = nx.Graph() 
 
#node 
G_community_2015.add_nodes_from(list(community_node_2015.keys())) 
for u in G_community_2015.nodes(): 
    for i in set(partition_2015.values()): 
        if u == 'c%d' % i: 
            G_community_2015.node[u]['centroid'] = i 
            G_community_2015.node[u]['sum_weight'] = cluster_info_2015['c%d'%i]['weight'] 
#edge 
G_community_2015.add_edges_from(list(community_edge_2015.keys())) 
for u,v in G_community_2015.edges(): 
    wt = community_edge_2015[u,v] 
    G_community_2015.edges[u, v]['weight'] = wt 
    G_community_2015.edges[u, v]['centroid'] = (u,v) 
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#plot - community detection 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,28)) 
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
#plot_edge_1995() 
for com in set(partition_1995.values()): 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                           nodelist=[nodes for nodes in partition_1995.keys() \ 
                                     if partition_1995[nodes] == com], 
                           node_size=60, 
                           node_color=color_1995[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
     
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
#community 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_1995, 
                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_1995.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_1995[i]['weight']*600 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_1995], 
                       alpha=0.7, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors='k', 
                       label='Sum of interaction') 
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_1995.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_1995, pos_1995, label_centroid, font_size=20) 
 
 
#2015 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
#plot_edge_2015() 
for com in set(partition_2015.values()): 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                           nodelist=[nodes for nodes in partition_2015.keys() \ 
                                     if partition_2015[nodes] == com], 
                           node_size=60, 
                           node_color=color_2015[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
     
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
#community 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_2015, 
                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_2015.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_2015[i]['weight']*600 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_2015], 
                       alpha=0.7, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors='k') 
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_2015.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_2015, pos_2015, label_centroid, font_size=20) 
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#plt.title('community detection_2015') 
plt.savefig('community detection.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""participation coefficient""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
def wt_degree_of_a_node(G): 
    n = G.number_of_nodes() 
    Ko = np.zeros(n) 
    for node in range(n):  
        #sum all neighbour weight 
        node_str = np.sum([G[node][x]['weight'] for x in G[node].keys()])  
        Ko[node] = float(node_str) 
         
    return Ko #array 
 
 
def wt_degree_of_a_node_in_a_cluster_Ci(G, partition, cluster_number): 
    """Calculate neighbour's weights of each node""" 
    clust_list = [] 
    for i in partition: 
        if partition[i] == cluster_number: 
            clust_list.append(i) 
             
    node_wei = {} 
    for i in clust_list: 
        for j in G[i].keys(): 
            if j in clust_list: 
                if i not in node_wei.keys(): 
                    node_wei[i] = G[i][j]['weight'] 
                else: 
                    node_wei[i] += G[i][j]['weight'] 
                 
    n = G.number_of_nodes() 
    Kc2 = np.zeros(n) 
    for i in node_wei: 
        Kc2[i] = float(node_wei[i]) 
                    
         
    """ 
    partition_list = [] 
    for count in range(len(partition)): 
        partition_list.append(partition[count]) 
    G_mat_weighted = np.array(nx.to_numpy_matrix(G)) 
    G_mat = (G_mat_weighted != 0) * 1 #weight이 존재하는 곳에 1로 대체 
    D = np.diag(partition_list) 
    Gc = np.dot(G_mat, D) 
    n = G.number_of_nodes()         
    Kc2 = np.zeros(n) 
    Kc2 = np.sum(G_mat_weighted * (Gc == cluster_number),1) 
    """ 
    return Kc2 #array 
 
         
def wt_participation_coefficient(G, partition): 
        """"Compute participation coefficient for nodes. 
         
        Parameters 
        ---------- 
        G: graph 
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          A networkx graph 
        weighted_edges : bool, optional 
          If True use edge weights 
         
        Returns 
        ------- 
        node : dictionary 
          Dictionary of nodes with participation coefficient as the value 
         
        Notes 
        ----- 
        The participation coefficient is calculated with respect to a community 
        affiliation vector. This function uses the community affiliations as determined 
        by the Louvain modularity algorithm 
(http://perso.crans.org/aynaud/communities/). 
         
        Ref 
        ----- 
        https://www.programcreek.com/python/example/89569/networkx.to_numpy_matrix 
        """ 
         
        #to calculate the degree of a node in a graph G  
        dg = wt_degree_of_a_node(G) 
        Ko = np.array(dg) 
         
        #to calculate the degree of a node in a cluster Ci. 
        n = G.number_of_nodes() 
        Kc = np.zeros(n) 
        for cluster_number in list(set(partition.values())): 
            Kc2 = wt_degree_of_a_node_in_a_cluster_Ci(G, partition, cluster_number) 
            Kc += (Kc2 ** 2) 
         
        #calculate participation coefficient 
        P = np.ones(n) - (Kc/(Ko **2)) 
         
        # 
        D = dict() 
        for i in range(len(P)): 
            D[i]=float(P[i]) 
             
        return D  
 
 
def representation(G, partition, cluster_number): 
    dg = wt_degree_of_a_node(G) 
    dci = wt_degree_of_a_node_in_a_cluster_Ci(G, partition, cluster_number) 
    repre = {} 
    for i in G: 
        if partition[i] == cluster_number: 
            if dg[i] != 0.0: 
                repre[i] = float(dci[i] / dg[i]) 
     
    return repre 
 
 
def contribution(G, partition, cluster_number): 
    dci = wt_degree_of_a_node_in_a_cluster_Ci(G, partition, cluster_number) 
    sum_dci = sum(dci) #denominator 
    contri = {} 
    for i in G: 
        if partition[i] == cluster_number: 
            dci_node = dci[i] #numerator 
            contri[i] = float(dci_node / sum_dci) 
 
    return contri 
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###participant coefficient 
#1995 
wt_pc_1995 = wt_participation_coefficient(G_1995, partition_1995) 
""" 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in wt_pc_1995: 
        if partition_1995[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['pc'] = wt_pc_1995[i] 
"""  
pc_0_1995 = {} 
for i in wt_pc_1995: 
    if wt_pc_1995[i] <= 0:  
        pc_0_1995[i] = wt_pc_1995[i] 
#2015 
wt_pc_2015 = wt_participation_coefficient(G_2015, partition_2015) 
""" 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    for i in wt_pc_2015: 
        if partition_2015[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['pc'] = wt_pc_2015[i] 
"""  
pc_0_2015 = {} 
for i in wt_pc_2015: 
    if wt_pc_2015[i] <= 0:  
        pc_0_2015[i] = wt_pc_2015[i] 
 
###plot 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,28)) 
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
plot_edge_1995() 
plot_stream() 
 
nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                       nodelist=list(wt_pc_1995.keys()), 
                       node_size=50, 
                       node_color=list(wt_pc_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
#plt.colorbar(nc) 
 
#2015 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
plot_edge_2015() 
plot_stream() 
 
nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                       nodelist=list(wt_pc_2015.keys()), 
                       node_size=50, 
                       node_color=list(wt_pc_2015.values()), 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
#plt.colorbar(nc) 
plt.savefig('participation coefficient.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show()   
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#representation of node v within its cluster ci 
representation_1995 = {} 
plt.figure(figsize=(14,14)) 
plot_edge_1995() 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    representation_cluster = representation(G_1995, partition_1995, cluster_number) 
    for i in representation_cluster: 
        representation_1995[i] = representation_cluster[i] 
        nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                                    nodelist=list(representation_cluster.keys()), 
                                    node_size=50, 
                                    edgecolors='k', 
                                    node_color=list(representation_cluster.values()), 
                                    cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
"""       
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in representation_1995: 
        if partition_1995[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['repre'] = representation_1995[i] 
""" 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
plt.colorbar(nc) 
plt.title('representation_1995')             
plt.savefig('representation_1995.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
#contribution of node v within its cluster ci 
contribution_1995 = {} 
contribution_max_1995 = {} 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,14)) 
plot_edge_1995() 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    contribution_cluster = contribution(G_1995, partition_1995, cluster_number) 
    for i in contribution_cluster: 
        contribution_1995[i] = contribution_cluster[i] 
         
    #find max value in each cluster 
    for i in contribution_cluster: 
        if contribution_cluster[i] == max(contribution_cluster.values()): 
            contribution_max_1995[i] = contribution_cluster[i] 
             
    nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                                nodelist=list(contribution_cluster.keys()), 
                                node_size=50, 
                                edgecolors="black", 
                                node_color=list(contribution_cluster.values()), 
                                cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
    """nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                           nodelist=list(contribution_max_1995.keys()), 
                           node_size=50, 
                           node_color='k', 
                           edgecolors='white')""" 
""" 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in contribution_1995: 
        if partition_1995[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['contri'] = contribution_1995[i] 
""" 
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plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
plt.colorbar(nc) 
plt.title('contribution_1995') 
plt.savefig('contribution_1995.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#representation of node v within its cluster ci 
#모든 노드에 representation 계산 
representation_2015 = {} 
plt.figure(figsize=(14,14)) 
plot_edge_2015() 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    representation_cluster = representation(G_2015, partition_2015, cluster_number) 
    for i in representation_cluster: 
        representation_2015[i] = representation_cluster[i] 
        nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                                    nodelist=list(representation_cluster.keys()), 
                                    node_size=50, 
                                    edgecolors='k', 
                                    node_color=list(representation_cluster.values()), 
                                    cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
"""       
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in representation_1995: 
        if partition_1995[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['repre'] = representation_1995[i] 
""" 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
plt.colorbar(nc) 
plt.title('representation_2015')             
plt.savefig('representation_2015.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
#contribution of node v within its cluster ci 
contribution_2015 = {} 
contribution_max_2015 = {} 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,14)) 
plot_edge_2015() 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    contribution_cluster = contribution(G_2015, partition_2015, cluster_number) 
    for i in contribution_cluster: 
        contribution_2015[i] = contribution_cluster[i] 
         
    #find max value in each cluster 
    for i in contribution_cluster: 
        if contribution_cluster[i] == max(contribution_cluster.values()): 
            contribution_max_2015[i] = contribution_cluster[i] 
             
    nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                                nodelist=list(contribution_cluster.keys()), 
                                node_size=50, 
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                                edgecolors="black", 
                                node_color=list(contribution_cluster.values()), 
                                cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
    """nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                           nodelist=list(contribution_max_2015.keys()), 
                           node_size=50, 
                           node_color='k', 
                           edgecolors='white')""" 
     
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    for i in contribution_2015: 
        if partition_2015[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['contri'] = contribution_2015[i] 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
plt.colorbar(nc) 
plt.title('contribution_2015') 
plt.savefig('contribution_2015.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""divide global roles""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
def wt_within_community_degree_z_score(G, partition): 
    z_score = {} 
    for cluster_number in list(set(partition.values())): 
        Kc = wt_degree_of_a_node_in_a_cluster_Ci(G, partition, cluster_number) 
        Kc_without0 = {} 
        for i in range(len(Kc)): 
            if Kc[i] != 0: 
                Kc_without0[i] = Kc[i] 
        Kc_array = np.array(list(Kc_without0.values())) 
        for i in Kc_without0: 
            z_score[i] = float((Kc_without0[i] - np.mean(Kc_array)) / np.std(Kc_array)) 
                 
    return z_score #dic 
 
 
###z-score 
#1995 
 
z_1995 = wt_within_community_degree_z_score(G_1995, partition_1995) 
 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in z_1995: 
        if partition_1995[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['z'] = z_1995[i] 
 
#2015 
z_2015 = wt_within_community_degree_z_score(G_2015, partition_2015) 
 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    for i in z_2015: 
        if partition_2015[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['z'] = z_2015[i] 
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###plot 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,28)) 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
 
plot_edge_1995() 
plot_stream() 
 
nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                       nodelist=list(z_1995.keys()), 
                       node_size=50, 
                       node_color=list(z_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
#plt.colorbar(nc) 
 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
 
plot_edge_2015() 
plot_stream() 
 
nc = nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                       nodelist=list(z_2015.keys()), 
                       node_size=50, 
                       node_color=list(z_2015.values()), 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       cmap=plt.cm.RdYlBu_r) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
#plt.colorbar(nc) 
plt.savefig('z-score.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show()   
 
 
 
 
 
###scatter plot 
#1995 
sortedz_1995 = sorted(z_1995.items()) 
sortedwtp = sorted(wt_pc_1995.items()) 
 
colour = ['b','r','g','yellow','salmon','fuchsia','deepskyblue','dodgerblue', 
          'springgreen','y','firebrick','darkcyan','tomato','orchid','navy','gold'] 
pvalue = [0.05,-0.1,-0.1,0.05] 
pvalue2 = [0.62,0.05,0.05,0.62] 
pvalue3 = [0.8,0.62,0.62,0.8] 
pvalue4 = [1,0.8,0.8,1] 
pvalue5 = [0.3,-0.1,-0.1,0.3] 
pvalue6 = [0.75,0.3,0.3,0.75] 
pvalue7 = [1,0.75,0.75,1] 
yvalue = [-3,-3,2.5,2.5] 
yvalue2 = [2.5,2.5,8,8] 
 
zvalue = [] 
for i in sortedz_1995: 
    zvalue.append(i[1]) 
wtpvalue = [] 
for i in sortedwtp: 
    wtpvalue.append(i[1]) 
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plt.figure(figsize=(20,6)) 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
plt.fill(pvalue, yvalue, colour[0], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue2, yvalue, colour[1], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue3, yvalue, colour[2], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue4, yvalue, colour[3], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue5, yvalue2, colour[4], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue6, yvalue2, colour[6], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue7, yvalue2, colour[7], alpha=0.2) 
plt.xlim([-0.1, 1]) 
plt.ylim([-2,8]) 
plt.colors() 
plt.ylabel("Z-score") 
plt.xlabel("Participation coefficient") 
plt.scatter(wtpvalue, zvalue) 
 
 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
#2015 
sortedz_2015 = sorted(z_2015.items()) 
sortedwtp = sorted(wt_pc_2015.items()) 
 
colour = ['b','r','g','yellow','salmon','fuchsia','deepskyblue','dodgerblue', 
          'springgreen','y','firebrick','darkcyan','tomato','orchid','navy','gold'] 
pvalue = [0.05,-0.1,-0.1,0.05] 
pvalue2 = [0.62,0.05,0.05,0.62] 
pvalue3 = [0.8,0.62,0.62,0.8] 
pvalue4 = [1,0.8,0.8,1] 
pvalue5 = [0.3,-0.1,-0.1,0.3] 
pvalue6 = [0.75,0.3,0.3,0.75] 
pvalue7 = [1,0.75,0.75,1] 
yvalue = [-3,-3,2.5,2.5] 
yvalue2 = [2.5,2.5,8,8] 
zvalue = [] 
 
for i in sortedz_2015: 
    zvalue.append(i[1]) 
wtpvalue = [] 
for i in sortedwtp: 
    wtpvalue.append(i[1]) 
plt.fill(pvalue, yvalue, colour[0], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue2, yvalue, colour[1], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue3, yvalue, colour[2], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue4, yvalue, colour[3], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue5, yvalue2, colour[4], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue6, yvalue2, colour[6], alpha=0.2) 
plt.fill(pvalue7, yvalue2, colour[7], alpha=0.2) 
plt.xlim([-0.1, 1]) 
plt.ylim([-2,8]) 
plt.colors() 
plt.ylabel("Z-score") 
plt.xlabel("Participation coefficient") 
plt.scatter(wtpvalue, zvalue) 
 
plt.savefig('global_role_scatter.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
role_colour = {1: 'dimgrey', 2: 'green', 3: 'lightgreen', 4: 'none', 5: 'red',  
               6: 'orange', 7: 'none'} 
 
#assign role in each node 
role_1995 = {} 
 
for i in z_1995: 
    for j in wt_pc_1995: 
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        if i == j: 
            if z_1995[i] < 2.5: 
                if wt_pc_1995[j] <= 0.05: 
                    role_1995[i] = 1 
                elif (wt_pc_1995[j] > 0.05) and (wt_pc_1995[j] <= 0.62): 
                    role_1995[i] = 2 
                elif (wt_pc_1995[j] > 0.62) and (wt_pc_1995[j] <= 0.8): 
                    role_1995[i] = 3 
                elif wt_pc_1995[j] > 0.8: 
                    role_1995[i] = 4             
 
            elif z_1995[i] >= 2.5: 
                if wt_pc_1995[j] <= 0.3: 
                    role_1995[i] = 5 
                elif (wt_pc_1995[j] > 0.3) and (wt_pc_1995[j] <= 0.75): 
                    role_1995[i] = 6 
                elif wt_pc_1995[j] > 0.75: 
                    role_1995[i] = 7 
 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in role_1995: 
        if partition_1995[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['role'] = role_1995[i] 
             
connector_1995 = {i: role_1995[i] for i in role_1995 if (role_1995[i] == 6) \ 
                  or (role_1995[i] == 3)} 
hub_1995 = {i: role_1995[i] for i in role_1995 if role_1995[i] == 5} 
 
 
#assign role in each node 
role_2015 = {} 
 
for i in z_2015: 
    for j in wt_pc_2015: 
        if i == j: 
            if z_2015[i] < 2.5: 
                if wt_pc_2015[j] <= 0.05: 
                    role_2015[i] = 1 
                elif (wt_pc_2015[j] > 0.05) and (wt_pc_2015[j] <= 0.62): 
                    role_2015[i] = 2 
                elif (wt_pc_2015[j] > 0.62) and (wt_pc_2015[j] <= 0.8): 
                    role_2015[i] = 3 
                elif wt_pc_2015[j] > 0.8: 
                    role_2015[i] = 4             
 
            elif z_2015[i] >= 2.5: 
                if wt_pc_2015[j] <= 0.3: 
                    role_2015[i] = 5 
                elif (wt_pc_2015[j] > 0.3) and (wt_pc_2015[j] <= 0.75): 
                    role_2015[i] = 6 
                elif wt_pc_2015[j] > 0.75: 
                    role_2015[i] = 7 
 
c = locals() 
for cluster_list in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    for i in role_2015: 
        if partition_2015[i] == cluster_list: 
            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_list].nodes[i]['role'] = role_2015[i] 
 
connector_2015 = {i: role_2015[i] for i in role_2015 if (role_2015[i] == 6) \ 
                  or (role_2015[i] == 3)} 
hub_2015 = {i: role_2015[i] for i in role_2015 if role_2015[i] == 5} 
    
###plot - role only 
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plt.figure(figsize=(40,48))  
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
plot_edge_1995() 
plot_stream() 
 
for com in set(role_1995.values()): 
    nodelist = [nodes for nodes in role_1995.keys() if role_1995[nodes] == com] 
    #nodes -connector 
    list_nonhub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_1995 \ 
                             if (u == v) and (connector_1995[v] == 3)] 
    list_hub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_1995 \ 
                          if (u == v) and (connector_1995[v] == 6)] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995, pos_1995, 
                           nodelist=list_nonhub_connector, 
                           node_size = 300, 
                           node_color = role_colour[3], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995, pos_1995, 
                           nodelist=list_hub_connector, 
                           node_size = 300, 
                           node_color = role_colour[6], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           edgecolors="black")  
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_1995,pos_1995, 
                           nodelist=[x for x in nodelist \ 
                                     if (x not in list_nonhub_connector) \ 
                                     and (x not in list_hub_connector)], 
                           node_size = 200, 
                           node_color = role_colour[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_1995, 
                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_1995.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_1995[i]['weight']*1200 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_1995], 
                       alpha=0.7, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors='none') 
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_1995.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_1995, pos_1995, label_centroid, font_size=24) 
 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995, alpha=0.1) 
 
 
 
#2015 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
plot_edge_2015() 
plot_stream() 
 
for com in set(role_2015.values()): 
    nodelist = [nodes for nodes in role_2015.keys() if role_2015[nodes] == com] 
    #nodes -connector 
    list_nonhub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_2015 \ 
                             if (u == v) and (connector_2015[v] == 3)] 
    list_hub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_2015 if (u == v) \ 
                          and (connector_2015[v] == 6)] 
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    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_2015, 
                           nodelist=list_nonhub_connector, 
                           node_size = 300, 
                           node_color = role_colour[3], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_2015, 
                           nodelist=list_hub_connector, 
                           node_size = 300, 
                           node_color = role_colour[6], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           edgecolors="black")  
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_2015,pos_2015, 
                           nodelist=[x for x in nodelist \ 
                                     if (x not in list_nonhub_connector) \ 
                                     and (x not in list_hub_connector)], 
                           node_size = 200, 
                           node_color = role_colour[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_2015, 
                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_2015.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_2015[i]['weight']*1200 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_2015], 
                       alpha=0.7, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors='none') 
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_2015.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_2015, pos_2015, label_centroid, font_size=24) 
 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015, alpha=0.1) 
 
 
plt.savefig('global role.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
 
 
#role change matrix 
role_1995 
role_2015 
 
#put original key into two bc dictionary 
role_orikey_1995 = {j: role_1995[i] for i in pos_1995 for j in pos_original \ 
                    if pos_original[j] == pos_1995[i]}             
role_orikey_2015 = {j: role_2015[i] for i in pos_2015 for j in pos_original \ 
                    if pos_original[j] == pos_2015[i]}             
 
#fill null keys 
for i in role_orikey_1995: 
    if i not in role_orikey_2015.keys(): 
        role_orikey_2015[i] = -9999 
for i in role_orikey_2015: 
    if i not in role_orikey_1995.keys(): 
        role_orikey_1995[i] = -9999 
 
 
set_role = list(set(list(role_orikey_1995.values()) + list(role_orikey_2015.values()))) 
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role_per = list(itertools.permutations(set_role, 2)) 
for i in set_role: 
    role_per.append((i,i)) 
 
change_role = {} 
for pair in role_per: 
    nodes_key = [] 
    for i in role_orikey_1995: 
        if (role_orikey_1995[i] == pair[0]) and (role_orikey_2015[i] == pair[1]): 
            nodes_key.append(i) 
    change_role[pair] = nodes_key 
   
 
change_role_array = np.zeros((len(set_role), len(set_role)), dtype = int) 
for i in range(len(set_role)): 
    for j in range(len(set_role)): 
        change_role_array[i, j] = len(change_role[(set_role[i],set_role[j])]) 
 
 
# draw the custom node labels 
pos_label_original = {k:(v[0],v[1]-5000) for k,v in pos_original.items()} 
def draw_label_role_orignal(role1, role2): 
    label = {j: j for i in change_role if (i[0] == role1) and (i[1] == role2) \ 
             for j in change_role[i]} 
    nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_original, pos_label_original, label, font_size=16, 
                            font_color='k') 
 
 
#plot - down 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,14)) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(3,1)] + change_role[(3,2)], 
                       node_size=80,         
                       fillstyle = 'left', 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3], 
                       markerfacecoloralt='gray') 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(5,1)] + change_role[(5,2)], 
                       node_size=80, 
                       fillstyle = 'left', 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5], 
                       markerfacecoloralt='gray') 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(6,1)] + change_role[(6,2)], 
                       node_size=80, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(1,-9999)]+change_role[(2,-9999)] +\ 
                       change_role[(3,-9999)]+change_role[(5,-9999)]+change_role[(6,-
9999)], 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color='k', 
                       alpha=0.3) 
 
#stream plot 
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st1 = shapefile.Reader('nakdongriver_pro.shp') 
ax =plt.gca() 
for poly in st1.shapes(): 
    ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(poly.__geo_interface__, fc='#0066ff', ec='#0066ff', 
                              alpha =0.8, zorder=2)) 
ax.axis('scaled') 
     
st2 = shapefile.Reader('others_pro.shp') 
ax =plt.gca() 
for poly in st2.shapes(): 
    ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(poly.__geo_interface__, fc='#66ccff', ec='#66ccff', 
                              alpha =0.8, zorder=2)) 
ax.axis('scaled') 
 
 
draw_label_role_orignal(3,1) 
draw_label_role_orignal(3,2) 
draw_label_role_orignal(5,1) 
draw_label_role_orignal(5,2) 
draw_label_role_orignal(6,1) 
draw_label_role_orignal(6,2) 
#draw_label_role_orignal(1,-9999) 
#draw_label_role_orignal(2,-9999) 
#draw_label_role_orignal(3,-9999) 
#draw_label_role_orignal(5,-9999) 
#draw_label_role_orignal(6,-9999) 
 
plt.title('change role_down') 
plt.savefig('change role_down.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
#plot - up 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,14)) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       #node_color=list(un_cluster_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
#up 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(1,5)] + change_role[(2,5)] +\ 
                       change_role[(3,5)] + change_role[(6,5)], 
                       node_size=80, 
                       #node_color=list(un_cluster_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(1,3)] + change_role[(2,3)] + \ 
                       change_role[(5,3)] + change_role[(6,3)], 
                       node_size=80, 
                       node_shape = "^", 
                       #node_color=list(un_cluster_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
#same 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(3,3)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       node_shape = "^", 
                       #node_color=list(un_cluster_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="white", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
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                       nodelist=change_role[(5,5)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       #node_color=list(un_cluster_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="white", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_role[(6,6)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       node_shape = "^", 
                       #node_color=list(un_cluster_1995.values()), 
                       edgecolors="white", 
                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
 
draw_label_role_orignal(1,5) 
draw_label_role_orignal(2,5) 
draw_label_role_orignal(3,5) 
draw_label_role_orignal(6,5) 
draw_label_role_orignal(1,3) 
draw_label_role_orignal(2,3) 
draw_label_role_orignal(5,3) 
draw_label_role_orignal(6,3) 
draw_label_role_orignal(3,3) 
draw_label_role_orignal(5,5) 
draw_label_role_orignal(6,6) 
 
plt.title('change role_up') 
plt.savefig('change role_up.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""Hierarchy""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
def voronoi_finite_polygons_2d(vor, radius=None): 
    """ 
    Reconstruct infinite voronoi regions in a 2D diagram to finite 
    regions. 
     
    Parameters 
    ---------- 
    vor : Voronoi 
        Input diagram 
    radius : float, optional 
        Distance to 'points at infinity'. 
     
    Returns 
    ------- 
    regions : list of tuples 
        Indices of vertices in each revised Voronoi regions. 
    vertices : list of tuples 
        Coordinates for revised Voronoi vertices. Same as coordinates 
        of input vertices, with 'points at infinity' appended to the 
        end. 
     
    """ 
     
    if vor.points.shape[1] != 2: 
        raise ValueError("Requires 2D input") 
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    new_regions = [] 
    new_vertices = vor.vertices.tolist() 
     
    center = vor.points.mean(axis=0) 
    if radius is None: 
        radius = vor.points.ptp().max()*50 
     
    # Construct a map containing all ridges for a given point 
    all_ridges = {} 
    for (p1, p2), (v1, v2) in zip(vor.ridge_points, vor.ridge_vertices): 
        all_ridges.setdefault(p1, []).append((p2, v1, v2)) 
        all_ridges.setdefault(p2, []).append((p1, v1, v2)) 
     
    # Reconstruct infinite regions 
    for p1, region in enumerate(vor.point_region): 
        vertices = vor.regions[region] 
         
        if all([v >= 0 for v in vertices]): 
            # finite region 
            new_regions.append(vertices) 
            continue 
         
        # reconstruct a non-finite region 
        ridges = all_ridges[p1] 
        new_region = [v for v in vertices if v >= 0] 
         
        for p2, v1, v2 in ridges: 
            if v2 < 0: 
                v1, v2 = v2, v1 
            if v1 >= 0: 
                # finite ridge: already in the region 
                continue 
             
            # Compute the missing endpoint of an infinite ridge 
             
            t = vor.points[p2] - vor.points[p1] # tangent 
            t /= np.linalg.norm(t) 
            n = np.array([-t[1], t[0]])  # normal 
             
            midpoint = vor.points[[p1, p2]].mean(axis=0) 
            direction = np.sign(np.dot(midpoint - center, n)) * n 
            far_point = vor.vertices[v2] + direction * radius 
             
            new_region.append(len(new_vertices)) 
            new_vertices.append(far_point.tolist()) 
         
        # sort region counterclockwise 
        vs = np.asarray([new_vertices[v] for v in new_region]) 
        c = vs.mean(axis=0) 
        angles = np.arctan2(vs[:,1] - c[1], vs[:,0] - c[0]) 
        new_region = np.array(new_region)[np.argsort(angles)] 
         
        # finish 
        new_regions.append(new_region.tolist()) 
     
    return new_regions, np.asarray(new_vertices) 
 
 
 
#spatial dominance ------------------------------------------------------------ 
def create_voronoi(coord, attribute, vor, finite_region): 
     
    dominance_coord = {} 
    dominance_attribute = {} 
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    #Voronoi creation cannot be done because there are less than four points 
    if (len(coord) < 4) or ((vor == None) and (finite_region == None)): 
        dominance_attribute_keys_list = list(attribute.keys()) 
        dominance_attribute_values_list = list(attribute.values()) 
        #dominance_coord_values_list = list(coord.values()) 
        ma = dominance_attribute_values_list.index(max(dominance_attribute_values_list)) 
        dominance_coord[dominance_attribute_keys_list[ma]] = \ 
        coord[dominance_attribute_keys_list[ma]] 
        dominance_attribute[dominance_attribute_keys_list[ma]] = \ 
        attribute[dominance_attribute_keys_list[ma]] 
         
        return dominance_coord, dominance_attribute, None 
     
    else: 
        #data preparation     
        new_keylist = [] 
        for i in coord: 
            new_keylist.append(i) 
        new_keylist.sort() 
         
        new_ridge_points = [] 
        #ridge_points: Indices of the points between which each Voronoi ridge lies 
        for p in vor.ridge_points: 
            for i, j in coord.items(): 
                #compare coordinate 
                if (j[0] == vor.points[p[0]][0]) and (j[1] == vor.points[p[0]][1]):  
                    nz = i 
            for i, j in coord.items(): 
                if (j[0] == vor.points[p[1]][0]) and (j[1] == vor.points[p[1]][1]): 
                    ns = i 
            new_ridge_points.append([nz, ns]) 
        new_array_ridge_points = np.array(new_ridge_points) 
         
        #regions refinement: -1 value remove 
        for i in vor.regions: 
            if len(i) == 0: 
                pass 
            elif -1 in i: 
                i.remove(-1) 
            else: 
                pass 
        #regions refinement: Align new revisions with original index with edge vertex 
        regions_clear = [] 
        for i in range(len(vor.regions)): 
            if len(vor.regions[i])==0: 
                regions_clear.append([]) 
            else: 
                 
                for j in range(len(finite_region)): 
                    common = [x for x in finite_region[j] if x in set(vor.regions[i])] 
                    not_common = [x for x in finite_region[j] \ 
                                  if x not in set(vor.regions[i])] 
                    its=list(set(vor.regions[i]).intersection(set(common))) 
                     
                    if common == vor.regions[i]: 
                        regions_clear.append(finite_region[j]) 
                        break 
                     
                    elif ((len(its)==len(vor.regions[i]))) and (len(not_common) == 2): 
                        regions_clear.append(finite_region[j]) 
                        break 
         
        #find a neighbour sharing an edge 
        #build a neibour list sharing edge - eliciting points and neighbors for each 
point 
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        neiList=defaultdict(set)     
        for p in new_array_ridge_points: 
            for i,j in itertools.combinations(p,2): 
                neiList[i].add(j) 
                neiList[j].add(i) 
 
        #next level of dominance                   
        for key in sorted(neiList): 
            index_point = new_keylist.index(key) 
             
            #explore that a key belongs to which index of region 
            index_region = vor.point_region[index_point] 
            new_vertices_list = regions_clear[index_region] 
            # Builds a list of vertices that make up the index of region 
            comp = [] 
             
            #builds a list of values corresponding to the key 
            value_list = list(neiList[key]) 
            for item in value_list: 
                nei_point = new_keylist.index(item) 
                #explore that a item belongs to which index of region                
                nei_index_region = vor.point_region[nei_point] 
                #builds a list of vertices that make up the index of region 
                nei_new_vertices_list = regions_clear[nei_index_region] 
                #store common vertices by comparing key and item's common vertices 
                common = list(set(new_vertices_list).intersection(set\ 
                              (nei_new_vertices_list))) 
                 
                #if there is not the commom vertex, meaning they are not a neighbour 
                if len(common) == 0: 
                    #remove the item 
                    neiList[key].remove(item) 
                     
                #Append attribute value to list corresponding to the item                 
                comp.append(attribute[item]) 
 
            #compare attribute of key and item 
            if attribute[key] >= max(comp): 
                #compare the maximum attributes of the items with 
                #the value of the key 
                 
                dominance_coord[key] = coord[key] #coordinate 
                dominance_attribute[key] = attribute[key] #attribute 
 
        return dominance_coord, dominance_attribute, regions_clear 
 
 
 
def polygon_boundary_vertices(coord, new_regions, new_vertices): 
    """ 
    Reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/34968838/python-finite-boundary-
voronoi-cells 
    """ 
    points = [] 
    for i in coord: 
        temp_xcoord = coord[i][0] 
        temp_ycoord = coord[i][1] 
        points.append([temp_xcoord,temp_ycoord]) 
     
    pts = MultiPoint([Point(i) for i in points]) 
    mask = pts.convex_hull 
     
    modified_new_vertices = [] 
    if (new_regions == None) and (new_vertices == None): 
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        maskarr = np.array(mask.boundary.coords) 
        polygon = maskarr 
        shape = list(polygon.shape) 
        shape[0] += 1 
        p = Polygon(np.append(polygon, polygon[0]).reshape(*shape)) 
        poly = np.array(list(zip(p.boundary.coords.xy[0][:-1], 
                                 p.boundary.coords.xy[1][:-1]))) 
        modified_new_vertices.append(poly) 
        plt.fill(*zip(*poly), alpha=0.4) 
    
    else: 
         
        for region in new_regions: #a newly built region 
            polygon = new_vertices[region] 
            shape = list(polygon.shape) 
            shape[0] += 1 
            p = Polygon(np.append(polygon, polygon[0]).reshape(*shape)).\ 
            intersection(mask) 
            poly = np.array(list(zip(p.boundary.coords.xy[0][:-1], 
                                     p.boundary.coords.xy[1][:-1]))) 
            modified_new_vertices.append(poly) 
            plt.fill(*zip(*poly), alpha=0.4) 
 
             
    return modified_new_vertices 
 
 
 
def inside_polygon(x, y, modified_new_vertices, include_edges=True): 
    ''' 
    Test if point (x,y) is inside polygon poly. 
     
    poly is N-vertices polygon defined as  
    [(x1,y1),...,(xN,yN)] or [(x1,y1),...,(xN,yN),(x1,y1)] 
    (function works fine in both cases) 
     
    Geometrical idea: point is inside polygon if horisontal beam 
    to the right from point crosses polygon even number of times.  
    Works fine for non-convex polygons. 
     
    Reference 
    --------- 
    https://stackoverflow.com/questions/39660851/deciding-if-a-point-is-inside-a-
polygon-python 
    ''' 
    n = len(modified_new_vertices) 
    inside = False 
     
    p1x, p1y = modified_new_vertices[0] 
    for i in range(1, n + 1): 
        p2x, p2y = modified_new_vertices[i % n] 
        if p1y == p2y: 
            if y == p1y: 
                # point is on horisontal edge 
                if min(p1x, p2x) <= x <= max(p1x, p2x): 
                    inside = include_edges 
                    break 
                 
                 # point is to the left from current edge 
                elif x < min(p1x, p2x):  
                    inside = not inside 
        else:  # p1y!= p2y 
            if min(p1y, p2y) <= y <= max(p1y, p2y): 
                xinters = (y - p1y) * (p2x - p1x) / float(p2y - p1y) + p1x 
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                if x == xinters:  # point is right on the edge 
                    inside = include_edges 
                    break 
                 
                if x < xinters:  # point is to the left from current edge 
                    inside = not inside 
         
        p1x, p1y = p2x, p2y 
     
    return inside 
 
 
 
 
def tree_edge(modified_new_vertices, new_coord, previous_coord): 
    import math 
    tree_edge = [] 
     
    #if voronoi is not built 
    if len(modified_new_vertices) == 1: 
        for i in previous_coord: 
            x = previous_coord[i][0] 
            y = previous_coord[i][1] 
            dist = [] 
            for key in new_coord: 
                xcoord = new_coord[key][0] 
                ycoord = new_coord[key][1] 
                dx = xcoord - x 
                dy = ycoord - y 
                dis = math.sqrt((dx*dx)+(dy*dy)) 
                dist.append(dis) 
             
            mi = dist.index(min(dist)) 
            z = list(new_coord.keys()) 
             
            if i == z[mi]: 
                pass 
            else: 
                tree_edge.append((z[mi],i)) 
     
     
    else: 
        for k in range(len(modified_new_vertices)): 
            for i in new_coord:         
                first_xcoord = new_coord[i][0] 
                first_ycoord = new_coord[i][1] 
                if_first_points_in_polygon = inside_polygon(first_xcoord,  
                                                            first_ycoord,  
                                                            modified_new_vertices[k]) 
                 
                if if_first_points_in_polygon == True: 
                     
                    for j in previous_coord: 
                        initial_xcoord = previous_coord[j][0] 
                        initial_ycoord = previous_coord[j][1] 
                        if_initial_points_in_polygon = inside_polygon(initial_xcoord,  
                                                                      initial_ycoord,  
                                                                      modified_new_vertices[k]) 
                         
                        if if_initial_points_in_polygon == True: 
                            if i == j: 
                                pass 
                            else: 
                                tree_edge.append((i,j)) #j: next, i: previous 
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    return tree_edge 
 
 
level_colour = {0: 'lightsteelblue', 1: 'cornflowerblue', 2: 'mediumblue',  
                3: 'midnightblue'} 
 
 
###1995         
c = locals() 
e = locals() 
t = locals() 
 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,25)) 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    init_coord = {} 
    attribute = {} 
    for u in c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes(): 
        init_coord[u] = c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].node[u]['pos'] #location 
        attribute[u] = c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].node[u]['area'] 
     
     
    #prepare for voronoi creation 
    if len(init_coord) < 4: #not able to conduct voronoi -> only assign level 0 
        #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
        for u in c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes(): 
            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].node[u]['level'] = 0      
    else: 
        vor = Voronoi(list(init_coord.values())) 
        finite_regions, finite_vertices = voronoi_finite_polygons_2d(vor) 
        coord = init_coord 
         
        i = 0 
        while True: 
            coord_previous = coord 
            coord, attribute, regions = create_voronoi(coord, attribute, vor,  
                                                       finite_regions) 
 
            if len(coord) < 4: 
                boundary_vertices = polygon_boundary_vertices(init_coord, None, None) 
                next_tree_edge = tree_edge(boundary_vertices, coord, coord_previous) 
                 
                e['tree_edge_%d' % i] = next_tree_edge 
                 
                #initial 
                if i == 0: 
                    noedge = [] 
                    for j in next_tree_edge: 
                        noedge.append(j[0]) 
                        noedge.append(j[1]) 
                    noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
                    for j in coord: 
                        if j not in noedge: 
                            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] = i+1                 
                    #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                    for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[1]]['level'] = i 
                        #add the info of level in edges: 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], index[1], \ 
                         level = i) 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]['level'] = i+1 
                     
                    i += 1 
                 
                else: 
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                    while True:                            
                        if len(coord) != 1: 
                            noedge = [] 
                            for j in next_tree_edge: 
                                noedge.append(j[0]) 
                                noedge.append(j[1]) 
                            noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
                            for j in coord: 
                                if j not in noedge: 
                                    c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]\ 
                                    ['level'] = i+1                             
                            #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                            for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                                c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]\ 
                                ['level'] = i+1 
                                #add the info of level in edges: 
                                c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0],\ 
                                 index[1], level = i) 
                             
                            i+=1 
                             
                            coord_previous = coord 
                            coord, attribute, regions = create_voronoi(coord, \ 
                                                                       attribute, \ 
                                                                       vor, finite_regions) 
                            boundary_vertices = polygon_boundary_vertices(init_coord,\ 
                                                                          None, None) 
                            next_tree_edge = tree_edge(boundary_vertices, coord, 
                                                       coord_previous) 
                             
                            e['tree_edge_%d' % i] = next_tree_edge 
                         
                        else: #len(coord) == 1 
                            noedge = [] 
                            for j in next_tree_edge: 
                                noedge.append(j[0]) 
                                noedge.append(j[1]) 
                            noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
                            for j in coord: 
                                if j not in noedge: 
                                    c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] = i+1         
                            #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                            for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                                c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]\ 
                                ['level'] = i+1 
                                #add the info of level in edges: 
                                c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], \ 
                                 index[1], level = i) 
                             
                            break 
                    break 
             
             
            else: 
                vor = Voronoi(list(coord.values())) 
                finite_regions, vertices = voronoi_finite_polygons_2d(vor)    
                boundary_vertices = polygon_boundary_vertices(init_coord, finite_regions, 
                                                              vertices) 
                next_tree_edge = tree_edge(boundary_vertices, coord, coord_previous) 
                 
                e['tree_edge_%d' % i] = next_tree_edge 
 
                #initial 
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                if i == 0: 
                    noedge = [] 
                    for j in next_tree_edge: 
                        noedge.append(j[0]) 
                        noedge.append(j[1]) 
                    noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
                    for j in coord: 
                        if j not in noedge: 
                            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] = i+1 
                    #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                    for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[1]]['level'] = i 
                        #add the info of level in edges: 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], index[1],\ 
                         level = i) 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]['level'] = i+1 
                 
                else: 
                    noedge = [] 
                    for j in next_tree_edge: 
                        noedge.append(j[0]) 
                        noedge.append(j[1]) 
                    noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
 
                    for j in coord: 
                        if j not in noedge: 
                            c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] = i+1 
                    #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                    for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]['level'] = i+1 
                        #add the info of level in edges: 
                        c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], index[1],\ 
                         level = i) 
                 
                i += 1 
         
         
        t['tree_all_edges_c%d' % cluster_number] = [] 
        for level in range(i+1): 
            t['tree_all_edges_c%d' % cluster_number].extend(e['tree_edge_%d' % level]) 
 
 
 
#join all cluster graphs into one graph 
G_sd_1995 = nx.Graph() 
wt = {} 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    #add nodes 
    G_sd_1995.add_nodes_from(list(c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes.data())) 
     
    #add edges 
    for u,v,d in c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].edges.data(): 
        if 'level' in d: 
            G_sd_1995.add_edge(u,v) 
            wt[(u,v)] = d['level'] 
nx.set_edge_attributes(G_sd_1995, wt,'level') 
 
set_node_level_1995 = list(set([d['level'] for (u, d) in G_sd_1995.nodes.data()])) 
 
 
#highest level 
highest_level_1995 = {} 
for com in set(partition_1995.values()): 
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    list_level = [d['level'] for u,d in c['G_1995_c%d' % com].nodes.data()] 
    for u,d in c['G_1995_c%d' % com].nodes.data(): 
        if d['level'] == max(list_level): 
            highest_level_1995[u] = max(list_level) 
 
higher_level_1995 = {} 
for com in set(partition_1995.values()): 
    list_level = [d['level'] for u,d in c['G_1995_c%d' % com].nodes.data()] 
    for u,d in c['G_1995_c%d' % com].nodes.data(): 
        if d['level'] == max(list_level): 
            higher_level_1995[u] = max(list_level) 
        elif d['level'] == (max(list_level)-1): 
            higher_level_1995[u] = (max(list_level)-1) 
             
             
 
###2015 
c = locals() 
e = locals() 
t = locals() 
 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,24)) 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    init_coord = {} 
    attribute = {} 
    for u in c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes(): 
        init_coord[u] = c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].node[u]['pos'] #location 
        attribute[u] = c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].node[u]['area']  
 
    #prepare for voronoi creation 
    if len(init_coord) < 4: #not able to conduct voronoi -> only assign level 0 
        #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
        for u in c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes(): 
            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].node[u]['level'] = 0        
    else: 
        vor = Voronoi(list(init_coord.values())) 
        finite_regions, finite_vertices = voronoi_finite_polygons_2d(vor) 
        coord = init_coord 
 
        i = 0 
        while True: 
            coord_previous = coord 
            coord, attribute, regions = create_voronoi(coord, attribute, vor, 
                                                       finite_regions) 
 
            if len(coord) < 4: 
 
                boundary_vertices = polygon_boundary_vertices(init_coord, None, None) 
                next_tree_edge = tree_edge(boundary_vertices, coord, coord_previous) 
             
                e['tree_edge_%d' % i] = next_tree_edge 
 
                #initial 
                if i == 0: 
                    noedge = [] 
                    for j in next_tree_edge: 
                        noedge.append(j[0]) 
                        noedge.append(j[1]) 
                    noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
 
                    for j in coord: 
                        if j not in noedge: 
                            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] = i+1                 
                    #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
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                    for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[1]]['level'] = i 
                        #add the info of level in edges: 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], \ 
                         index[1], level = i) 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]['level'] = i+1 
                     
                    i += 1 
                 
                else: 
                    while True:                            
                        if len(coord) != 1: 
                            noedge = [] 
                            for j in next_tree_edge: 
                                noedge.append(j[0]) 
                                noedge.append(j[1]) 
                            noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
                            for j in coord: 
                                if j not in noedge: 
                                    c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] \ 
                                    = i+1                             
                            #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                            for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                                c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]['level'] \ 
                                = i+1 
                                #add the info of level in edges: 
                                c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], \ 
                                 index[1], level = i) 
                 
                            i+=1 
             
                            coord_previous = coord 
                            coord, attribute, regions = create_voronoi(coord, attribute, 
                                                                       vor, finite_regions) 
                            boundary_vertices = polygon_boundary_vertices(init_coord, 
                                                                          None, None) 
                            next_tree_edge = tree_edge(boundary_vertices, coord, 
                                                       coord_previous) 
                     
                            e['tree_edge_%d' % i] = next_tree_edge 
                        else: 
 
                            #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                            for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                                c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]\ 
                                ['level'] = i+1 
                                #add the info of level in edges: 
                                c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0],\ 
                                 index[1], level = i) 
                         
                            break 
                    break 
 
                 
            else: 
                vor = Voronoi(list(coord.values())) 
                finite_regions, vertices = voronoi_finite_polygons_2d(vor)       
                boundary_vertices = polygon_boundary_vertices(init_coord,  
                                                              finite_regions, vertices) 
                next_tree_edge = tree_edge(boundary_vertices, coord, coord_previous) 
     
                e['tree_edge_%d' % i] = next_tree_edge 
             
                #initial 
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                if i == 0: 
                    noedge = [] 
                    for j in next_tree_edge: 
                        noedge.append(j[0]) 
                        noedge.append(j[1]) 
                    noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
                    for j in coord: 
                        if j not in noedge: 
                            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] = i+1                 
                    #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                    for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[1]]['level'] = i 
                        #add the info of level in edges: 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], index[1],\ 
                         level = i) 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]['level'] = i+1 
             
                else: 
                    noedge = [] 
                    for j in next_tree_edge: 
                        noedge.append(j[0]) 
                        noedge.append(j[1]) 
                    noedge = list(set(noedge)) 
 
                    for j in coord: 
                        if j not in noedge: 
                            c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[j]['level'] = i+1                 
                    #add the info of level in nodes and edges 
                    for index in e['tree_edge_%d' % i]: 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes[index[0]]['level'] = i+1 
                        #add the info of level in edges: 
                        c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].add_edge(index[0], index[1],\ 
                         level = i) 
             
                i += 1 
 
 
        t['tree_all_edges_c%d' % cluster_number] = [] 
        for level in range(i+1): 
            t['tree_all_edges_c%d' % cluster_number].extend(e['tree_edge_%d' % level]) 
 
 
 
#join all cluster graphs into one graph 
G_sd_2015 = nx.Graph() 
wt = {} 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    #add nodes 
    G_sd_2015.add_nodes_from(list(c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes.data())) 
     
    #add edges 
    for u,v,d in c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].edges.data(): 
        if 'level' in d: 
            G_sd_2015.add_edge(u,v) 
            wt[(u,v)] = d['level'] 
nx.set_edge_attributes(G_sd_2015, wt,'level') 
 
#highest level 
highest_level_2015 = {} 
for com in set(partition_2015.values()): 
    list_level = [d['level'] for u,d in c['G_2015_c%d' % com].nodes.data()] 
    for u,d in c['G_2015_c%d' % com].nodes.data(): 
        if d['level'] == max(list_level): 
            highest_level_2015[u] = max(list_level) 
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higher_level_2015 = {} 
for com in set(partition_2015.values()): 
    list_level = [d['level'] for u,d in c['G_2015_c%d' % com].nodes.data()] 
    for u,d in c['G_2015_c%d' % com].nodes.data(): 
        if d['level'] == max(list_level): 
            higher_level_2015[u] = max(list_level) 
        elif d['level'] == (max(list_level)-1): 
            higher_level_2015[u] = (max(list_level)-1) 
 
 
 
 
 
###plot 
plt.figure(figsize=(40,48)) 
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
 
#nodes according to level 
label_sd_1995 = {} 
for i in set(role_1995.values()): 
    nodelist = [u for (u, d) in G_sd_1995.nodes.data() if d['role'] == i] 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_1995, pos_1995, 
                           nodelist = nodelist, 
                           #alpha = 0.5, 
                           node_color = 'white', 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+0.2)*600 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           edgecolors='k') 
#node - highest level 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_1995,pos_1995, 
                       nodelist = list(highest_level_1995.keys()), 
                       node_color = 'none', 
                       linewidths=5, 
                       node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+0.2)*600 \ 
                                    for j in highest_level_1995], 
                       edgecolors='k') 
 
         
#edges according to level 
set_edge_level = list(set([d['level'] for (u, v, d) in G_sd_1995.edges.data()])) 
for i in set_edge_level: 
    edgelist = [(u,v) for u,v,d in G_sd_1995.edges.data() if d['level'] == i] 
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_sd_1995,pos_1995, 
                           edgelist = edgelist, 
                           edge_color='grey', 
                           #alpha=(i+1)*0.3, 
                           width=(i+1)*3) 
 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_1995, 
                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_1995.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_1995[i]['weight']*1200 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_1995], 
                       alpha=0.5, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors='k') 
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_1995.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_1995, pos_1995, label_centroid, font_size=20) 
 
plot_stream() 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
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#2015 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
 
#nodes according to level 
label_sd_2015 = {} 
for i in set(role_2015.values()): 
    nodelist = [u for (u, d) in G_sd_2015.nodes.data() if d['role'] == i] 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_2015, pos_2015, 
                           nodelist = nodelist, 
                           #alpha = 0.5, 
                           node_color = 'white', 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+0.2)*600 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           edgecolors='k') 
     
     
#node - highest level 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_2015,pos_2015, 
                       nodelist = list(highest_level_2015.keys()), 
                       node_color = 'none', 
                       linewidths=5, 
                       node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+0.2)*600 \ 
                                    for j in highest_level_2015], 
                       edgecolors='k') 
 
         
#edges according to level 
set_edge_level = list(set([d['level'] for (u, v, d) in G_sd_2015.edges.data()])) 
for i in set_edge_level: 
    edgelist = [(u,v) for u,v,d in G_sd_2015.edges.data() if d['level'] == i] 
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_sd_2015,pos_2015, 
                           edgelist = edgelist, 
                           edge_color='grey', 
                           #alpha=(i+1)*0.3, 
                           width=(i+1)*3) 
 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_2015, 
                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_2015.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_2015[i]['weight']*1200 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_2015], 
                       alpha=0.5, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors='k') 
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_2015.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_2015, pos_2015, label_centroid, font_size=20) 
 
plot_stream() 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
  
plt.savefig('spatial hierarchy.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
###level change matrix 
level_1995 = {u:d['level'] for (u, d) in G_sd_1995.nodes.data()} 
level_2015 = {u:d['level'] for (u, d) in G_sd_2015.nodes.data()} 
 
#put original key into two bc dictionary 
level_orikey_1995 = {j: level_1995[i] for i in pos_1995 for j in pos_original \ 
                     if pos_original[j] == pos_1995[i]}             
level_orikey_2015 = {j: level_2015[i] for i in pos_2015 for j in pos_original \ 
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                     if pos_original[j] == pos_2015[i]}             
 
#fill null keys 
for i in level_orikey_1995: 
    if i not in level_orikey_2015.keys(): 
        level_orikey_2015[i] = -9999 
for i in level_orikey_2015: 
    if i not in level_orikey_1995.keys(): 
        level_orikey_1995[i] = -9999 
 
 
set_level = list(set(list(level_orikey_1995.values()) + 
list(level_orikey_2015.values()))) 
         
level_per = list(itertools.permutations(set_level, 2)) 
for i in set_level: 
    level_per.append((i,i)) 
     
change_level = {} 
for pair in level_per: 
    nodes_key = [] 
    for i in level_orikey_1995: 
        if (level_orikey_1995[i] == pair[0]) and (level_orikey_2015[i] == pair[1]): 
            nodes_key.append(i) 
    change_level[pair] = nodes_key 
   
 
change_level_array = np.zeros((len(set_level), len(set_level)), dtype = int) 
for i in range(len(set_level)): 
    for j in range(len(set_level)): 
        change_level_array[i, j] = len(change_level[(set_level[i],set_level[j])]) 
 
 
# draw the custom node labels 
pos_label_original = {k:(v[0],v[1]+5000) for k,v in pos_original.items()} 
def draw_label_level_orignal(level1, level2): 
    label = {j: j for i in change_level if (i[0] == level1) and (i[1] == level2) \ 
             for j in change_level[i]} 
    nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_original, pos_label_original, label, font_size=16,  
                            font_color='k') 
 
 
 
#plot 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,14)) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
#down (from level 2 or 3) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_level[(2,1)], #-1 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color='b') 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_level[(2,0)] + change_level[(3,1)], #-2 
                       node_size=150, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color='b') 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_level[(3,0)], #=3 
                       node_size=400, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
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                       node_color='b') 
 
#up (became level 2 or 3) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=change_level[(1,2)] + change_level[(2,3)], #+1 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color='r') 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist= change_level[(0,2)] + change_level[(1,3)], #+2 
                       node_size=150, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color='r') 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist= change_level[(0,3)], #+3 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color='r') 
 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
draw_label_level_orignal(2,0) 
draw_label_level_orignal(2,1) 
draw_label_level_orignal(3,0) 
draw_label_level_orignal(3,1) 
 
draw_label_level_orignal(0,2) 
draw_label_level_orignal(1,2) 
draw_label_level_orignal(0,3) 
draw_label_level_orignal(1,3) 
draw_label_level_orignal(2,3) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
plt.title('change level from 1995 to 2015') 
plt.savefig('change level from 1995 to 2015.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""(role & level) change matrix""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
###1995 
#put original key into two bc dictionary 
role_orikey_1995 
level_orikey_1995 
 
set_role_orikey_1995 = list(set(role_orikey_1995.values())) 
set_level_orikey_1995 = list(set(level_orikey_1995.values())) 
 
combi_1995 = list(itertools.product(set_level_orikey_1995, set_role_orikey_1995)) 
     
co_orikey_1995 = {} 
for pair in combi_1995: 
    nodes_key = [] 
    for i in level_orikey_1995: 
        if (level_orikey_1995[i] == pair[0]) and (role_orikey_1995[i] == pair[1]): 
            nodes_key.append(i) 
    co_orikey_1995[pair] = nodes_key 
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co_orikey_matrix_1995 = np.zeros((len(set_level_orikey_1995),  
                                  len(set_role_orikey_1995)), dtype = int) 
for i in range(len(set_level_orikey_1995)): 
    for j in range(len(set_role_orikey_1995)): 
        co_orikey_matrix_1995[i, j] = len(co_orikey_1995[(set_level_orikey_1995[i], 
                                          set_role_orikey_1995[j])]) 
 
 
###2015 
#put original key into two bc dictionary 
role_orikey_2015 
level_orikey_2015 
 
set_role_orikey_2015 = list(set(role_orikey_2015.values())) 
set_level_orikey_2015 = list(set(level_orikey_2015.values())) 
 
combi_2015 = list(itertools.product(set_level_orikey_2015, set_role_orikey_2015)) 
     
co_orikey_2015 = {} 
for pair in combi_2015: 
    nodes_key = [] 
    for i in level_orikey_2015: 
        if (level_orikey_2015[i] == pair[0]) and (role_orikey_2015[i] == pair[1]): 
            nodes_key.append(i) 
    co_orikey_2015[pair] = nodes_key 
   
 
co_orikey_matrix_2015 = np.zeros((len(set_level_orikey_2015), 
len(set_role_orikey_2015)), 
                                 dtype = int) 
for i in range(len(set_level_orikey_2015)): 
    for j in range(len(set_role_orikey_2015)): 
        co_orikey_matrix_2015[i, j] = len(co_orikey_2015[(set_level_orikey_2015[i], 
                                          set_role_orikey_2015[j])]) 
         
 
 
 
 
#plot 
# draw the custom node labels 
pos_label_1995 = {k:(v[0],v[1]+6000) for k,v in pos_1995.items()} 
pos_label_2015 = {k:(v[0],v[1]+6000) for k,v in pos_2015.items()} 
def draw_label_lr_1995(level, role): 
    label = {u: d['orikey'] for u, d in G_sd_1995.nodes.data() \ 
             for i, d2 in G_original.nodes.data() if (G_original.node[i]['pos'] == 
d['pos'])\ 
             and (d['level'] == level) and (d['role'] == role)} 
    nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_sd_1995, pos_label_1995, label, font_size=16, 
font_color='k') 
def draw_label_lr_2015(level, role): 
    label = {u: d['orikey'] for u, d in G_sd_2015.nodes.data() \ 
             for i, d2 in G_original.nodes.data() if (G_original.node[i]['pos'] == 
d['pos'])\ 
             and (d['level'] == level) and (d['role'] == role)} 
    nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_sd_2015, pos_label_2015, label, font_size=16, 
font_color='k') 
          
#high level & high role (a) 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,24)) 
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
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                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(2,3)], 
                       node_size=200, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(2,5)], 
                       node_size=200, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(2,6)], 
                       node_size=200, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(3,3)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(3,5)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(3,6)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,6) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,6) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
#2015     
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
#level(+) & role(+) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(2,3)], 
                       node_size=200, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(2,5)], 
                       node_size=200, 
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                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
#nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
 #                      nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(2,6)], 
  #                     node_size=200, 
   #                    edgecolors="black", 
    #                   node_color=role_colour[6]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(3,3)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(3,5)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
#nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
 #                      nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(3,6)], 
  #                     node_size=300, 
   #                    edgecolors="black", 
    #                   node_color=role_colour[6]) 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,5) 
#draw_label_lr_2015(2,6) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,5) 
#draw_label_lr_2015(3,6) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
 
plt.savefig('overall_high_level_high_role.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
 
###high level & low role (b) 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,24)) 
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(2,1)], 
                       node_size=150, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[1]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(2,2)], 
                       node_size=150, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[2]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(3,1)], 
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                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[1]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(3,2)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[2]) 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,1) 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,2) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,1) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,2) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
 
#2015 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(2,1)], 
                       node_size=150, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[1]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(2,2)], 
                       node_size=150, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[2]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(3,1)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[1]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(3,2)], 
                       node_size=300, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[2]) 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,1) 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,2) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,1) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,2) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
 
plt.title('overall_high_level_low_role') 
plt.savefig('overall_high_level_low_role.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
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###low level & high role (c) 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,24)) 
#1995 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white') 
 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(0,3)], 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(0,5)], 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(0,6)], 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(1,3)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(1,5)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_1995[(1,6)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
draw_label_lr_1995(0,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(0,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(0,6) 
draw_label_lr_1995(1,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(1,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(1,6) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
 
 
#2015 
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       alpha = 0.3, 
                       node_color='white', 
                       label = 'a') 
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nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(0,3)], 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(0,5)], 
                       node_size=50, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5], 
                       label = 'b') 
#nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
#                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(0,6)], 
#                       node_size=50, 
#                       edgecolors="black", 
#                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(1,3)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[3], 
                       label = 'c') 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(1,5)], 
                       node_size=100, 
                       edgecolors="black", 
                       node_color=role_colour[5], 
                       label = 'd') 
#nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_original,pos_original, 
#                       nodelist=co_orikey_2015[(1,6)], 
#                       node_size=100, 
#                       edgecolors="black", 
#                       node_color=role_colour[6]) 
 
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
draw_label_lr_2015(0,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(0,5) 
#draw_label_lr_2015(0,6) 
draw_label_lr_2015(1,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(1,5) 
draw_label_lr_2015(1,6) 
 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
#plt.legend() 
 
plt.savefig('overall_low_level_high_role.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show()   
 
 
 
 
#######################################################################################
### 
"""combination of role & level""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
###1995 
plt.figure(figsize=(20,28)) 
plt.subplot(1,2,1) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_1995,pos_1995, 
                       node_size=5, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors="black") 
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#edges according to level 
set_edge_level = list(set([d['level'] for (u, v, d) in G_sd_1995.edges.data()])) 
for i in set_edge_level: 
    edgelist = [(u,v) for u,v,d in G_sd_1995.edges.data() if d['level'] == i] 
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_sd_1995,pos_1995, 
                           edgelist = edgelist, 
                           edge_color='grey', 
                           alpha=(i+1)*0.3, 
                           width=(i+0.3)*3) 
 
for i in set(role_1995.values()): 
    nodelist = [u for (u, d) in G_sd_1995.nodes.data() if d['role'] == i] 
    #nodes -connector 
    list_nonhub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_1995 if (u == v) \ 
                             and (connector_1995[v] == 3)] 
    list_hub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_1995 if (u == v) \ 
                          and (connector_1995[v] == 6)] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_1995, 
                           nodelist=list_nonhub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+0.2)*150 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[3], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_1995[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_1995, 
                           nodelist=list_hub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+0.2)*150 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[6], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_1995[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_1995, pos_1995, 
                           nodelist = [x for x in nodelist \ 
                                       if (x not in list_nonhub_connector)\ 
                                       and (x not in list_hub_connector)], 
                           #alpha = 0.5, 
                           node_color = role_colour[i], 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+0.2)*150 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           edgecolors='white') 
     
     
#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
 
pos_label_1995 = pos_1995 
""" 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,6) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,6) 
 
draw_label_lr_1995(0,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(0,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(0,6) 
draw_label_lr_1995(1,3) 
draw_label_lr_1995(1,5) 
draw_label_lr_1995(1,6) 
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draw_label_lr_1995(2,1) 
draw_label_lr_1995(2,2) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,1) 
draw_label_lr_1995(3,2) 
""" 
plot_convex_hull(pos_1995, partition_1995) 
#plot_edge_1995() 
 
 
##2015 
#plot - role + level  
plt.subplot(1,2,2) 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_2015,pos_2015, 
                       node_size=5, 
                       node_color = 'white', 
                       edgecolors="black") 
 
#edges according to level 
set_edge_level = list(set([d['level'] for (u, v, d) in G_sd_2015.edges.data()])) 
for i in set_edge_level: 
    edgelist = [(u,v) for u,v,d in G_sd_2015.edges.data() if d['level'] == i] 
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_sd_2015,pos_2015, 
                           edgelist = edgelist, 
                           edge_color='grey', 
                           alpha=(i+1)*0.3, 
                           width=(i+0.3)*3) 
 
for i in set(role_2015.values()): 
    nodelist = [u for (u, d) in G_sd_2015.nodes.data() if d['role'] == i] 
    #nodes -connector 
    list_nonhub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_2015 \ 
                             if (u == v) and (connector_2015[v] == 3)] 
    list_hub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_2015 \ 
                          if (u == v) and (connector_2015[v] == 6)] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_2015, 
                           nodelist=list_nonhub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+0.2)*150 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[3], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_2015[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_2015, 
                           nodelist=list_hub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+0.2)*150 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[6], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_2015[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_2015, pos_2015, 
                           nodelist = [x for x in nodelist \ 
                                       if (x not in list_nonhub_connector) \ 
                                       and (x not in list_hub_connector)], 
                           #alpha = 0.5, 
                           node_color = role_colour[i], 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+0.2)*150 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           edgecolors='white') 
 
#label_sd = {u: u for u, d in G_sd_2015.nodes.data()} 
#nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_sd_2015, pos_2015, label_sd, font_size=16) 
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#stream plot 
plot_stream() 
 
 
pos_label_2015 = pos_2015 
""" 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,5) 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,6) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,5) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,6) 
 
draw_label_lr_2015(0,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(0,5) 
draw_label_lr_2015(0,6) 
draw_label_lr_2015(1,3) 
draw_label_lr_2015(1,5) 
draw_label_lr_2015(1,6) 
 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,1) 
draw_label_lr_2015(2,2) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,1) 
draw_label_lr_2015(3,2) 
""" 
plot_convex_hull(pos_2015, partition_2015) 
 
plt.savefig('community dynamics_within communities.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show() 
 
 
 
    
     
#######################################################################################
### 
"""community dynamics""" 
#######################################################################################
### 
###make community graph 
###1995 
#between connector and communities/hub ------------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
#add connector/hub nodes in community graph 
G_community_1995.add_nodes_from(list(connector_1995.keys())) 
G_community_1995.add_nodes_from(list(hub_1995.keys())) 
for i in connector_1995: 
    G_community_1995.nodes[i]['connector'] = connector_1995[i] #assign connector 
    #pos_community_1995[i] = G_1995.node[i]['pos'] #assign position 
for i in hub_1995: 
    G_community_1995.nodes[i]['hub'] = hub_1995[i] #assign hub 
    #pos_community_1995[i] = G_1995.node[i]['pos'] #assign position 
     
#assign edges 
connector_edge_1995 = {} 
for connector in connector_1995:   
    #connect edge from connector to community 
    cluster_num_wt = {} 
    for nei in G_1995.adj[connector]: 
        #exclude its own community 
        if nei not in cluster_1995[G_1995.node[connector]['c']]:  
            if G_1995.node[nei]['c'] not in cluster_num_wt.keys(): 
                cluster_num_wt['c%d' % G_1995.node[nei]['c']] = \ 
                G_1995.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
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            else: 
                cluster_num_wt['c%d' % G_1995.node[nei]['c']] += \ 
                G_1995.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
     
    for cluster_num in cluster_num_wt: 
        connector_edge_1995[(connector, cluster_num)] = cluster_num_wt[cluster_num] 
        G_community_1995.add_edge(connector, cluster_num, weight = \ 
                                  cluster_num_wt[cluster_num], community = cluster_num) 
     
    #connect edge from connector to hub 
    hub_wt = {} 
    for nei in G_1995.adj[connector]: 
        #exclude its own community 
        if nei not in cluster_1995[G_1995.node[connector]['c']]:  
            if (nei in hub_1995) and (nei in higher_level_1995): 
                if nei not in hub_wt.keys(): 
                    hub_wt[nei] = G_1995.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
                else: 
                    hub_wt[nei] += G_1995.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
    for hub in hub_wt: 
        connector_edge_1995[(connector, hub)] = hub_wt[hub] 
        G_community_1995.add_edge(connector, hub, weight = hub_wt[hub], hub = hub) 
         
    #connect edge from connector to connector 
    connector_wt = {} 
    for nei in G_1995.adj[connector]: 
        #exclude its own community 
        if nei not in cluster_1995[G_1995.node[connector]['c']]:  
            if nei in connector_1995: 
                if nei not in connector_wt.keys(): 
                    connector_wt[nei] = G_1995.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
                else: 
                    connector_wt[nei] += G_1995.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
    for connectors in connector_wt: 
        connector_edge_1995[(connector, connectors)] = connector_wt[connectors] 
        G_community_1995.add_edge(connector, connectors, weight = \ 
                                  connector_wt[connectors],connectors = connectors)    
 
###2015 
#between connector and communities/hub ------------------------------------------------
--------------------- 
#add connector/hub nodes in community graph 
G_community_2015.add_nodes_from(list(connector_2015.keys())) 
G_community_2015.add_nodes_from(list(hub_2015.keys())) 
for i in connector_2015: 
    G_community_2015.nodes[i]['connector'] = connector_2015[i] #assign connector 
 
for i in hub_2015: 
    G_community_2015.nodes[i]['hub'] = hub_2015[i] #assign hub 
 
#assign edges 
connector_edge_2015 = {} 
for connector in connector_2015:   
    #connect edge from connector to community 
    cluster_num_wt = {} 
    for nei in G_2015.adj[connector]: 
        if nei not in cluster_2015[G_2015.node[connector]['c']]: #exclude its own 
community 
            if G_2015.node[nei]['c'] not in cluster_num_wt.keys(): 
                cluster_num_wt['c%d' % G_2015.node[nei]['c']] = \ 
                G_2015.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
            else: 
                cluster_num_wt['c%d' % G_2015.node[nei]['c']] += \ 
                G_2015.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
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    for cluster_num in cluster_num_wt: 
        connector_edge_2015[(connector, cluster_num)] = cluster_num_wt[cluster_num] 
        G_community_2015.add_edge(connector, cluster_num, weight = \ 
                                  cluster_num_wt[cluster_num], community = cluster_num) 
     
    #connect edge from connector to hub 
    hub_wt = {} 
    for nei in G_2015.adj[connector]: 
        #exclude its own community 
        if nei not in cluster_2015[G_2015.node[connector]['c']]:  
            if (nei in hub_2015) and (nei in higher_level_2015): 
                if nei not in hub_wt.keys(): 
                    hub_wt[nei] = G_2015.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
                else: 
                    hub_wt[nei] += G_2015.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
    for hub in hub_wt: 
        connector_edge_2015[(connector, hub)] = hub_wt[hub] 
        G_community_2015.add_edge(connector, hub, weight = hub_wt[hub], hub = hub) 
         
    #connect edge from connector to connector 
    connector_wt = {} 
    for nei in G_2015.adj[connector]: 
        #exclude its own community 
        if nei not in cluster_2015[G_2015.node[connector]['c']]:  
            if nei in connector_2015: 
                if nei not in connector_wt.keys(): 
                    connector_wt[nei] = G_2015.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
                else: 
                    connector_wt[nei] += G_2015.edges[connector, nei]['weight'] 
    for connectors in connector_wt: 
        connector_edge_2015[(connector, connectors)] = connector_wt[connectors] 
        G_community_2015.add_edge(connector, connectors, weight = \ 
                                  connector_wt[connectors], connectors = connectors)     
 
 
#visualisation 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import networkx as nx 
try: 
    import pygraphviz 
    from networkx.drawing.nx_agraph import graphviz_layout 
except ImportError: 
    try: 
        import pydot 
        from networkx.drawing.nx_pydot import graphviz_layout 
    except ImportError: 
        raise ImportError("This example needs Graphviz and either " 
                          "PyGraphviz or pydot") 
 
 
#1995         
plt.figure(figsize=(12,12)) 
c=locals() 
p=locals() 
pos_sd_all = {} 
 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())):  
    c['G_sd_1995_c%d' % cluster_number] = nx.Graph() 
    G = c['G_sd_1995_c%d' % cluster_number] 
 
    #pos = p['pos_sd_c%d' % cluster_number] 
    wt = {} 
    #add nodes 
    G.add_nodes_from(list(c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes.data())) 
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    for u in G: 
        del G.node[u]['pos'] 
        del G.node[u]['name']   
         
    #add edges 
    for u,v,d in c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].edges.data(): 
        if 'level' in d: 
            G.add_edge(u,v) 
            wt[(u,v)] = d['level'] 
    nx.set_edge_attributes(G, wt,'level') 
         
    root_dic = {u: d['level'] for u,d in G.nodes.data()} 
    root_key =[key for key, level in root_dic.items() if level == 
max(root_dic.values())] 
    #print (root_key) 
    p['pos_sd_c%d' % cluster_number] = graphviz_layout(G, prog='twopi', \ 
     root=root_key[0], args='') 
    pos = p['pos_sd_c%d' % cluster_number] 
    #print (pos) 
    for key in pos: 
        pos_sd_all[key] = pos[key] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G, pos, 
                           #node_color=[d[' for u,d in G.nodes.data()], 
                           with_labels=False, 
                           alpha=0.5, 
                           node_size=15) 
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G, pos) 
    label_sd = {u: u for u in G.nodes()}# for v,d in G_1995.nodes.data() if u == v} 
    nx.draw_networkx_labels(G, pos, label_sd, font_size=16) 
    plt.show()    
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    G = c['G_sd_1995_c%d' % cluster_number] 
    for u in G: 
        G.node[u]['pos'] = pos_1995[u] 
        G.node[u]['name'] = name_1995[u] 
         
#make new pos 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995 = {} 
for u in pos_sd_all: 
    x = pos_sd_all[u][0] 
    y = pos_sd_all[u][1] 
    pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[u] = (x,y) 
 
a = pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[202] 
b = pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[300] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[300] = a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[202] = b 
 
 
a = pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[290] 
b = pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[289] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[289] = a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[290] = b 
 
a=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[301] 
b=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[302] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[302]=a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[301]=b 
""" 
a=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[145] 
b=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[217] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[217]=a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[145]=b 
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a=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[156] 
b=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[98] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[98]=a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[156]=b 
 
a=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[168] 
b=pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[189] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[189]=a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[168]=b 
""" 
#find the nodes of highest level in each cluster 
c=locals() 
max_level_node_1995 = {} 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    set_level = {u:d['level'] for (u, d) in c['G_1995_c%d' % 
cluster_number].nodes.data()} 
    for (u, d) in c['G_1995_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes.data(): 
        if d['level'] == max(list(set(set_level.values()))): 
            max_level_node_1995['c%d'%cluster_number] = u 
 
#modify position of centroids 
pos_modi_centroid_1995 = {} 
for i in community_node_1995: 
    if (i == 'c5'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+70000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] + 38000) 
    elif (i =='c11'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0] + 52000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]-25000)  
    elif (i =='c0'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+13000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] +50000)  
    elif (i =='c7'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+20000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]+35000)  
    elif (i =='c3'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+25000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]+25000)   
    elif (i == 'c8') : 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+30000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]+1000)  
    elif (i == 'c9') : 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+23000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] -95000)  
    elif (i == 'c6') : 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+ 48000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]+5000)     
    elif (i == 'c12') : 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+80000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] -60000) 
    elif (i == 'c14'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0] +28000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] - 44000) 
    elif (i == 'c10'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+55000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]-65000) 
    elif (i == 'c1'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+5000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] -45000) 
    elif (i == 'c4'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]-1000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] - 60000) 
    elif (i =='c2'): 
         pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]-5000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1]-10000) 
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    elif (i =='c13'): 
         pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0]+5000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] +35000)   
    else: 
        pos_modi_centroid_1995[i] = (community_node_1995[i]['pos'][0] + 30000, 
                                      community_node_1995[i]['pos'][1] - 10000) 
 
#move sd to modified position of centroids 
pos_sd_dy_1995 = {} 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_1995.values())): 
    for i in community_node_1995: 
        if i == 'c%d' % cluster_number: 
            x = pos_modi_centroid_1995[i][0] - (pos_temp_sd_dy_1995\ 
                                      [max_level_node_1995[i]][0])*130 
            y = pos_modi_centroid_1995[i][1] - (pos_temp_sd_dy_1995\ 
                                      [max_level_node_1995[i]][1])*170 
    for node in cluster_1995[cluster_number]: 
        pos_sd_dy_1995[node] = ((pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[node][0])*130+x, 
                        (pos_temp_sd_dy_1995[node][1])*170+y) 
 
 
#combine position 
pos_sd_dy_1995.update(pos_modi_centroid_1995) 
 
number_of_colour = len(connector_1995) + len(hub_1995) 
colour_1995 = ["#"+''.join([random.choice('0123456789ABCDEF') for j in range(6)]) 
          for i in range(number_of_colour)] 
 
plt.figure(figsize =(20,24)) 
 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_1995.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_1995[i]['weight']*10000 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_1995], 
                       alpha=0.3, 
                       node_color = 'gray', 
                       edgecolors='none') 
 
#sd nodes 
label_sd_1995 = {} 
for i in set(role_1995.values()): 
    nodelist = [u for (u, d) in G_sd_1995.nodes.data() if d['role'] == i] 
    #nodes -connector 
    list_nonhub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_1995 \ 
                             if (u == v) and (connector_1995[v] == 3)] 
    list_hub_connector = [u for u in nodelist for v in connector_1995 \ 
                          if (u == v) and (connector_1995[v] == 6)] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                           nodelist=list_nonhub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+1)*300 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[3], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_1995[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                           nodelist=list_hub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+1)*300 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[6], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_1995[com], 
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                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                           nodelist = [x for x in nodelist \ 
                                       if (x not in list_nonhub_connector) \ 
                                       and (x not in list_hub_connector)], 
                           #alpha = 0.5, 
                           node_color = role_colour[i], 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_1995.node[j]['level']+0.2)*600 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           edgecolors='white') 
 
 
#edges 
#according to level 
nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_sd_1995,pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                           edgelist = [(u,v) for u,v in G_sd_1995.edges()], 
                           edge_color='gray', 
                           width=1.5) 
 
breaks_bt_co = jenkspy.jenks_breaks([d['weight'] \ 
                                     for (u,v,d) in G_community_1995.edges.data() \ 
                                     if 'centroid' in d], nb_class=4) 
breaks_bt_coco = jenkspy.jenks_breaks([d['weight'] \ 
                                       for (u,v,d) in G_community_1995.edges.data() \ 
                                       if 'community' in d], nb_class=2) 
breaks_bt_cono = jenkspy.jenks_breaks([d['weight'] \ 
                                       for (u,v,d) in G_community_1995.edges.data() \ 
                                       if ('hub' in d) or ('connectors' in d)], nb_class=2) 
 
#edges - between communities 
for i in range(len(breaks_bt_co)): 
    if i == (len(breaks_bt_co)-1): 
        #only centroid nodes  
        elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                  if 'centroid' in d if d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_co[i]]           
    else: 
        elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                  if 'centroid' in d if (d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_co[i]) \ 
                  and (d['weight'] < breaks_bt_co[i+1])] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                           edgelist=elarge, 
                           edge_color='b', 
                           style='dashed', 
                           alpha = 0.1, 
                           width = (i+0.1)*10) 
 
#between connector and communities & connector and nodes 
j = 0 
for connector in connector_1995: 
    #between connector and communities 
    for i in range(len(breaks_bt_coco)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_bt_coco)-1): 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if 'community' in d if (u == connector) or (v == connector) \ 
                      if d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_coco[i]]           
        else: 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if 'community' in d if (u == connector) or (v == connector) \ 
                      if (d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_coco[i]) and (d['weight'] < 
breaks_bt_coco[i+1])] 
         
        nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                               edgelist=elarge, 
                               edge_color=colour_1995[j], 
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                               alpha= 0.7, 
                               width=((i+0.01)*10)) 
    j+=1 
     
         
    #between connector and nodes 
    for i in range(len(breaks_bt_cono)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_bt_cono)-1): 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if ('hub' in d) or ('connectors' in d) if (u == connector) \ 
                      or (v == connector) if d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_cono[i]]           
        else: 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_1995.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if ('hub' in d) or ('connectors' in d) if (u == connector) \ 
                      or (v == connector) if (d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_cono[i]) and 
(d['weight'] < breaks_bt_cono[i+1])] 
         
        nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, 
                               edgelist=elarge, 
                               edge_color='k', 
                               #alpha= 0.3, 
                               width=((i+0.01)*3)) 
           
#label - sd   
label_sd = {u: u for u,d in G_sd_1995.nodes.data()} 
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, label_sd, font_size=14)  
         
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_1995.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_1995, pos_sd_dy_1995, label_centroid, font_size=20) 
    
 
#plot_convex_hull(pos_sd_dy_1995, partition_1995) 
plt.title('overall dynamics_1995') 
plt.savefig('overall dynamics_1995.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show()   
 
 
 
 
#2015          
plt.figure(figsize=(12,12)) 
c=locals() 
p=locals() 
pos_sd_all = {} 
 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())):  
    c['G_sd_2015_c%d' % cluster_number] = nx.Graph() 
    G = c['G_sd_2015_c%d' % cluster_number] 
 
    #pos = p['pos_sd_c%d' % cluster_number] 
    wt = {} 
    #add nodes 
    G.add_nodes_from(list(c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes.data())) 
     
    for u in G: 
        del G.node[u]['pos'] 
        del G.node[u]['name']   
         
    #add edges 
    for u,v,d in c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].edges.data(): 
        if 'level' in d: 
            G.add_edge(u,v) 
            wt[(u,v)] = d['level'] 
    nx.set_edge_attributes(G, wt,'level') 
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    root_dic = {u: d['level'] for u,d in G.nodes.data()} 
    root_key =[key for key, level in root_dic.items() if level == 
max(root_dic.values())] 
    #print (root_key) 
    p['pos_sd_c%d' % cluster_number] = graphviz_layout(G, prog='twopi', \ 
     root=root_key[0], args='') 
    pos = p['pos_sd_c%d' % cluster_number] 
    #print (pos) 
    for key in pos: 
        pos_sd_all[key] = pos[key] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G, pos, 
                           #node_color=[d[' for u,d in G.nodes.data()], 
                           with_labels=False, 
                           alpha=0.5, 
                           node_size=15) 
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G, pos) 
    label_sd = {u: u for u in G.nodes()}# for v,d in G_2015.nodes.data() if u == v} 
    nx.draw_networkx_labels(G, pos, label_sd, font_size=16) 
    plt.show()    
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    G = c['G_sd_2015_c%d' % cluster_number] 
    for u in G: 
        G.node[u]['pos'] = pos_2015[u] 
        G.node[u]['name'] = name_2015[u] 
         
         
         
         
         
#make new pos 
pos_temp_sd_dy_2015 = {} 
for u in pos_sd_all: 
    x = pos_sd_all[u][0] 
    y = pos_sd_all[u][1] 
    pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[u] = (x,y) 
 
a = pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[140] 
b = pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[22] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[22] = a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[140] = b 
 
a = pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[236] 
b = pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[136] 
pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[136] = a 
pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[236] = b 
 
#find the nodes of highest level in each cluster 
c=locals() 
max_level_node_2015 = {} 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    set_level = {u:d['level'] for (u, d) in c['G_2015_c%d' % 
cluster_number].nodes.data()} 
    for (u, d) in c['G_2015_c%d' % cluster_number].nodes.data(): 
        if d['level'] == max(list(set(set_level.values()))): 
            max_level_node_2015['c%d'%cluster_number] = u 
 
#modify position of centroids 
pos_modi_centroid_2015 = {} 
for i in community_node_2015: 
    if (i == 'c8'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0], 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1] + 30000) 
    elif (i =='c11'): 
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        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]+45000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]) 
    elif (i =='c9'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]+21000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]+2000) 
    elif (i =='c7'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]+10000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]-43000)  
    elif (i =='c1'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]-20000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]-23000)  
    elif (i =='c10'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]+ 30000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]-37000)  
    elif (i =='c12'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]+60000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]-35000)  
    elif (i =='c3'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]-10000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]+15000)  
    elif (i =='c2'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]-6000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]+40000)  
    elif (i =='c6'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]-15000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]-8000)  
    elif (i =='c4'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]-5000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]+50000)  
    elif (i =='c5'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]+5000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]+50000) 
    elif (i =='c0'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0]+10000, 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]+35000) 
    elif (i =='c13'): 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0], 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1]+35000) 
    else: 
        pos_modi_centroid_2015[i] = (community_node_2015[i]['pos'][0], 
                                      community_node_2015[i]['pos'][1])         
         
#move sd to modified position of centroids 
pos_sd_dy_2015 = {} 
for cluster_number in list(set(partition_2015.values())): 
    for i in community_node_2015: 
        if i == 'c%d' % cluster_number: 
            x = pos_modi_centroid_2015[i][0] - \ 
            (pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[max_level_node_2015[i]][0])*140 
            y = pos_modi_centroid_2015[i][1] - \ 
            (pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[max_level_node_2015[i]][1])*170 
    for node in cluster_2015[cluster_number]: 
        pos_sd_dy_2015[node] = ((pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[node][0])*140+x, 
                        (pos_temp_sd_dy_2015[node][1])*170+y) 
 
#combine position 
pos_sd_dy_2015.update(pos_modi_centroid_2015) 
 
number_of_colour = len(connector_2015) + len(hub_2015) 
colour_2015 = ["#"+''.join([random.choice('0123456789ABCDEF') for j in range(6)]) 
          for i in range(number_of_colour)] 
 
plt.figure(figsize =(20,24)) 
#nodes - centroid 
nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, 
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                       nodelist=[u for (u, d) in G_community_2015.nodes.data() \ 
                                 if 'centroid' in d], 
                       node_size = [cluster_info_2015[i]['weight']*10000 \ 
                                    for i in cluster_info_2015], 
                       alpha=0.3, 
                       node_color = 'gray', 
                       edgecolors='none') 
#sd nodes 
label_sd_2015 = {} 
for i in set(role_2015.values()): 
    nodelist = [u for (u, d) in G_sd_2015.nodes.data() if d['role'] == i] 
    #nodes -connector 
    list_nonhub_connector = [u for u in nodelist \ 
                             for (v, d) in G_community_2015.nodes.data() \ 
                             if u == v if 'connector' in d if d['connector'] == 3] 
    list_hub_connector = [u for u in nodelist \ 
                          for (v, d) in G_community_2015.nodes.data() if u == v \ 
                          if 'connector' in d if d['connector'] == 6] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, 
                           nodelist=list_nonhub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+1)*300 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[3], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_2015[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, 
                           nodelist=list_hub_connector, 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+1)*300 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           node_color = role_colour[6], 
                           node_shape = "^", 
                           #node_color = role_colours_2015[com], 
                           edgecolors="black") 
    nx.draw_networkx_nodes(G_sd_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, 
                           nodelist = [x for x in nodelist \ 
                                       if (x not in list_nonhub_connector) \ 
                                       and (x not in list_hub_connector)], 
                           #alpha = 0.5, 
                           node_color = role_colour[i], 
                           node_size = [(G_sd_2015.node[j]['level']+0.2)*600 \ 
                                        for j in nodelist], 
                           edgecolors='white') 
 
 
#edges 
#according to level 
nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_sd_2015,pos_sd_dy_2015, 
                           edgelist = [(u,v) for u,v in G_sd_2015.edges()], 
                           edge_color='gray', 
                           width=1.5) 
 
breaks_bt_co = jenkspy.jenks_breaks([d['weight'] \ 
                                     for (u,v,d) in G_community_2015.edges.data() \ 
                                     if 'centroid' in d], nb_class=4) 
breaks_bt_coco = jenkspy.jenks_breaks([d['weight'] \ 
                                       for (u,v,d) in G_community_2015.edges.data() \ 
                                       if 'community' in d], nb_class=2) 
breaks_bt_cono = jenkspy.jenks_breaks([d['weight'] \ 
                                       for (u,v,d) in G_community_2015.edges.data() \ 
                                       if ('hub' in d) or ('connectors' in d)], nb_class=2) 
 
#edges - between communities 
for i in range(len(breaks_bt_co)): 
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    if i == (len(breaks_bt_co)-1): 
        #only centroid nodes   
        elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                  if 'centroid' in d if d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_co[i]]          
    else: 
        elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                  if 'centroid' in d if (d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_co[i]) \ 
                  and (d['weight'] < breaks_bt_co[i+1])] 
     
    nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, 
                           edgelist=elarge, 
                           edge_color='b', 
                           style='dashed', 
                           alpha = 0.1, 
                           width = (i+0.1)*10) 
         
#between connector and communities & connector and nodes 
j = 0 
#dic = {} 
for connector in connector_2015: 
    #between connector and communities 
    for i in range(len(breaks_bt_coco)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_bt_coco)-1): 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if 'community' in d if (u == connector) or (v == connector) \ 
                      if d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_coco[i]]           
        else: 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if 'community' in d if (u == connector) or (v == connector) \ 
                      if (d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_coco[i]) \ 
                      and (d['weight'] < breaks_bt_coco[i+1])] 
         
        nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, 
                               edgelist=elarge, 
                               edge_color=colour_2015[j], 
                               alpha= 0.7, 
                               width=((i+0.01)*10))                 
    j+=1 
     
    #between connector and nodes 
    for i in range(len(breaks_bt_cono)): 
        if i == (len(breaks_bt_cono)-1): 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if ('hub' in d) or ('connectors' in d) if (u == connector) \ 
                      or (v == connector) if d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_cono[i]]           
        else: 
            elarge = [(u, v) for (u, v, d) in G_community_2015.edges(data=True) \ 
                      if ('hub' in d) or ('connectors' in d) if (u == connector) \ 
                      or (v == connector) if (d['weight'] >= breaks_bt_cono[i]) \ 
                      and (d['weight'] < breaks_bt_cono[i+1])] 
         
        nx.draw_networkx_edges(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, 
                               edgelist=elarge, 
                               edge_color='k', 
                               #alpha= 0.3, 
                               width=((i+0.01)*3)) 
         
                 
#label - sd   
label_sd = {u: u for u,d in G_sd_2015.nodes.data()} 
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, label_sd, font_size=14) 
         
#label - centroid 
label_centroid = {u: u for u,d in G_community_2015.nodes.data() if 'centroid' in d}  
nx.draw_networkx_labels(G_community_2015, pos_sd_dy_2015, label_centroid, font_size=20) 
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#plot_convex_hull(pos_sd_dy_2015, partition_2015) 
plt.title('overall dynamics_2015') 
plt.savefig('overall dynamics_2015.png', bbox_inches="tight") 
plt.show()   


